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As USD President Author E. Hughes retires,
he ends a 24-year tenure marked by financial,
physical and academic growth. But·his greatest achievements lie within the hearts and
minds of the thousands of people whose lives
he has touched. Author E. Hughes has
endowed USD with a singular sense of spirit,
dignity and values, ensuring that the USD
community will fondly remember the man
who always put people first.
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A Personal Touch
By Trisha}. Ratledge
When Author and Marge Hughes
arrived on USD's campus in 1971,
they were new to San Diego and to
the responsibilities of a university
president. Marge Hughes has since
forged a role that is uniquely hers, one
in which she has endeared herself to
many with her warm manner and her
personal touch.
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Moving On
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Since the first colonists reached the
shores of the New World, Americans
have been willing to move away from
familiar territory to seek opportunity.
Today, the ever-changing workplace
has many people moving at least once
in a lifetime. Others average moves as
often as every two years. Still others
essentially relocate once a week when
they commute hundreds of miles
between home and work. Whatever
the frequency, however, it's clear that
Americans are on the move.
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mince words when
describing his years as a high school athlete. "I was cocky and I had an attitude,"
the USD junior says. "I played football
and I was that stereotypical jerk."
Serban reminisces with the confidence
that those days are behind him. Since
taking up GoJu-Ryu Karate in the spring
of 1991, Serban says he has filtered out
the arrogance encouraged by football and
emerged a different person. "I've gained
a confidence that overpowers the arrogance," he explains. "I don't have anything to prove anymore."
Already a black belt, the native of
Bakersfield, Calif., capped his career in
karate last fall when he was crowned
world champion in the light-heavy division of the fifth annual Miyagi Chojun
Festival and World Championships. At
the East Lyme, Conn., tournament named for the founder of GoJu-Ryu
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Karate - Serban joined about 400 students of karate from all corners of the
world.
Serban's success in the early rounds of
the individuals tournament - he also
competed as a member of the U.S. team
- set up a final-round fight with a New
Zealand opponent. The two young men,
both in their early 20s, stepped into the
ring before hundreds of fans. "I didn't
fight like I normally fight because I was
so nervous and stressed," Serban remembers, admitting he doesn't like being the
center of attention. "I was a bit overly
aggressive."
GoJu-Ryu Karate, Serban explains, is
about focus and control. In the twominute continuous fight, the competitors
are judged on attitude and the ability to
punch as hard as possible without striking the opponent. The idea is that a
karate student with the control to just
miss hitting the other person in a tourna-

hard as necessary to defend himself or
herself in an actual fight.
Despite his modesty, the judges unanimously named Serban the victor in the
final round. According to custom, the
judges bow their heads and raise an arm
in favor of the fighter they felt dominated the match. As the two-minute match
ended, Serban and his opponent stood
side-by-side waiting breathlessly for the
results. Both hands shot up for the
American student, who bowed graciously
before stepping out of the ring.
The new champion joined his friends
and family to celebrate quietly on one
side of the ring. Although Japanese custom dictates a subdued celebration,
Serban recalls how excited he was to
win. "I was really amazed. It was just
overwhelming ... the lights ... " His voice
trails off as the memory of his victory
comes flooding back.
Now Serban is back in San Diego
training under Miko Peled at the Okinawa
Karate Center, teaching the art of GoJuRyu to children and adults, and studying
to be an elementary school teacher. He is
quick to explain that the field is leveled
at next year's tournament - anyone can
become champion if he or she trains hard
enough.
An integral part of that training is
learning the respect and moderation that
carries over into the daily life of every
karate student. "When you're in the dojo
(karate school), it's all about learning,"
Serban says. "It's not about winning, it's
not about losing or who's better or
worse."
Karate appears to be the perfect fit
for a young man who's wanted to be a
teacher as long as he can remember, but
needed the stability offered by a martial
art that emphasizes harmony with yourself and the world.

PROPOSED STUDENT AID CUTS INCITE ACTION
or college students
today, the struggle to
finance an education
will soon become formidable - or even impossible - if Congress
passes current proposals to cut $20 billion in student aid over the next five
years. The cuts - part of an effort to
reduce the federal deficit - are aimed
at a handful of popular financial aid
programs.
The largest program targeted in the
proposals is the interest exemption for
Federal Stafford Loans, worth an estimated $12.4 billion over five years.
Currently, the federal government subsidizes the interest payments on these
loans for students who are enrolled at
least half-time. Eliminating the interest
exemption could increase a student's
indebtedness by thousands of dollars.
Other programs under consideration
for cuts include campus-based student
aid programs such as Federal Work-Study,
Federal Perkins Loans and Federal
Supplemental Educational Opportunity
Grants.
At USD, these proposed cuts could
result in a loss of aid totaling nearly
$3. 75 million, affecting 3,400 students
during a single academic year.
Opponents across the nation say these
cuts will likely push the dream of a college education farther from the grasp of
many students, especially those from
lower- and middle-income families. The
consequences are far-reaching, the opponents argue. When students have to
abandon their dreams, not only do they
suffer in terms of lower job skills and
lower earning power, but the nation also
suffers by losing the competitive edge
that results from an educated work
force.
"The reason we are facing this problem is that, for whatever reason, the general public doesn't place a priority on
higher education," says USD President
Author E. Hughes. "If they did, they
would be pounding on their legislators'
desks and saying, 'Stop! ' But that's not
occurring."
In an unprecedented alliance, Hughes
and the leaders of four other San Diego
education institutions held a joint news

conference in April to alert the community to these proposed student aid cuts.
Joining Hughes at the conference in
USD's Hahn University Center were:
Richard C. Atkinson, chancellor of the
University of California, San Diego;
Thomas B. Day, president of San Diego
State University; Augustine P. Gallego,
chancellor of the San Diego Community
College District; and Bill W. Stacy, president of California State University, San
Marcos.
Citing the benefits of an educated
work force to society as a whole, the
educators encouraged everyone in the
community to join students in their fight
against the reductions to aid.
"At a time when higher education is
becoming more important than ever
before, it is also becoming less accessible," Gallego said at the conference. "In
an increasingly competitive world, a
nation with lower skills can only support
a lower standard of living."
"Financial aid is not about our institutions," Stacy noted. "It' s about our
young people .... I hope that we would
not now close the doors that this nation
has long held open for student access to
its fine colleges and universities."
In a complementary effort two days
later, USD students hosted a noon rally
on campus to encourage their peers from
Alcala Park and the neighboring colleges
and universities to voice their concerns
to legislators. At the rally, students lined
up to sign a petition, sent e-mail to their
legislators from a computer booth and
called their representatives from a phone

bank.
On another front, Esteban del Rio,
USD senior and vice president of student issues for Associated Students, distributed a notice across campus that contains information about the proposed
cuts and instructions on how to write or
send e-mail to the members of Congress
presiding over student aid issues. As a
recipient of loans, grants and scholarships himself, del Rio understands firsthand the importance of preserving student aid.
"This is a serious issue for the students," del Rio says. "And it's an important time in our nation, a defining
moment. ls education important or not?"
Director of Financial Aid Judith Lewis
Logue agrees that the nation's priorities
have to be re-examined. Not only is
reducing funds for student aid shortsighted, she notes, but it can affect far
more than the country's economy.
"All education has to be seen as an
investment in our future," she says. "It's
what we do to protect democracy."
"We'd better have an enlightened electorate if we want democracy to work,"
echoes Hughes. "As sophisticated and
complicated as the issues are now, we
can't afford not to have an educated
population."

You are encouraged to join in this effort
to save student aid by writing your congressional representatives. If you don't
know the name of your representatives,
please call the Office of Financial Aid at
(619) 260-4514.

USD President
Author E. Hughes
opens a joint
news conference
lo announce
opposition lo
proposed student
aid cuts.
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HUGHES
RE-CREATING HISTORY ADMINISTRATION
CENTER
DEDICATED

With the click of a mouse, Steve Schoenherr,
USD associate professor of history,
guides a tour through the streets of 1830
Old Town San Diego. He stops at the
famed Estudillo House, and with another
click, enters the building and turns the
tour over to one of the first residents of
San Diego.
Well, OK, not the resident, but a ·
modern-day narrator playing tb,e-rqle for
the computer-generated tour.
The sound of a human ·
one high-tech feature in 't

After gathering histo,tical-p otos
and their own slides, Schoeru,
a~
Engstrand created a program ·that ,used
seven slide projectors. "TI,at Jwas m ultimedia in 197 8," Schoenherr says.
Today, multimedia is music, threedimensional color pictures and movies,
all on one compact disk. The Old Town
project will include all three elements
plus graphs charting San Diego's 1850
census and archival documents written
by Old Town's original residents.
Noting that festive dancing was an
integral part of historic Old Town life
for Mexicans and Americans, Engstrand
found an artist in New Mexico who
wrote original Southwestern guitar
music for the CD.
"Every American who writes of being
in Old Town says, 'We went to a fan-
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dango tonight at the Bandini House and
Juan Bandini danced on and on,"'
Engstrand says.
Guests to the Old Town visitors center, which is now under construction,
will be able to share the experience of
the dancers at individual computer terminals or watch IO-minute historical
films that will run continuously on a
giant movie screen.
As historians, Schoenherr and Engstrand
are determined to produce an accurate
and appealing CD-ROM, and so are writing the text as well as the computer pro. gral;Jl for their project.
'
."Everybody's getting on the multi·
' media bandwagon, but what's being left
behind is the histo117..," Schoenherr says.
"il've alwa'Y.I? bell ed that historians
ought to.. 'dP, he, ' t '• s rather than turn
them over to a tedini:cian.
"A lot of documentaries are made by
people who only know .the technology,"
he adds. "I've tried to learn enough of
tht! technology so I understand what's
goin on,-but I want ,to keep the focus on
~ content."
Th professors bave enllsted help from
a team of staff and students verse_dj n
variou ~ pects of computer desi •
Everyone is working furiously to com·
ple tb ~ oj~ct by September for i:he
·ch'edu.leJl ~
niQf t e visitors center.
' _e pro~!JP1-~ team includes software
te~lmician"Fho.1~'B-..ickman from the academic computing Bepartment, history
graduate students George Rothrock and
Damon Rouse, undergraduate Valerie
Schoenherr and video consultant Kristin
Engstrand. The project is funded by grants
from The James Irvine Foundation,
Thornton Foundation, The Fred Hansen
Foundation for World Peace and Joseph
W. Sefton Foundation.
The CD-ROM will be usable on
Macintosh and IBM computers and the
ambitious team hopes to put part of the
exhibit on the Internet eventually.
Curious computer users will be able to
purchase the CD-ROM at stores throughout Old Town.
Pictured ahava: Postcards (r:in:a 1920) used
in Iha Did Tawn CD-ROM prajact.

o honor retiring President
Author Hughes and Marge
Hughes for their 24 years of
devoted service, the USD community
recently held a ceremony on campus
highlighted by the dedication of the university's newly acquired building.
Formerly the headquarters of the San
Diego Diocese, the three-story building
on Marian Way was officially named
the Author E. and Marjorie A. Hughes
Administration Center.
University employees, students and
guests gathered on the lawn and along
the street between the Hughes Administration Center and the lmmaculata to
witness the dedication, then moved
across the street for a reception in front
of the lmmaculata. Hundreds of wellwishers mingled with Author and Marge
Hughes at one of their final appearances
before the entire USD community.
Hughes retires on June 30.
The Hughes Administration Center is
currently under renovation and is scheduled for completion this fall. At Hughes'
request, the administration center will be
open to students while also serving the
administrative functions of the university. The president's and provost's offices,
as well as various student services, will
be housed in the 28,680-square-foot
building.
When Bishop Charles Buddy founded
the College for Men - one of USD's
two predecessor institutions - and commissioned construction of the diocese
building, his original vision was that it
would eventually serve as an administration center.
The university began a $3 million capital campaign last fall to fund the renovation and officials hope to wrap up the
fund-raising by time the center opens
this fall. Trustee Robert H. Baker is
chairing the effort with a committee of
seven volunteers.

typical baseball player the
size of Larry Williams '95 is
a speedy base stealer who
doesn' t hit for power. In his four-year
career at USO, Williams has been anything but a typical 5-foot-9-inch center
fielder.
Hitting in the No. 5 spot, Williams
ranks third on the Toreros all-time list
for home runs and consistently held one
of the team's top batting averages through
his final season.
"I'm not extremely fast, but I'm going
to steal some bases for you, make some
diving catches, throw someone out and
make some runs," Williams says. "I've
always strived to be a well-rounded player.
"I can't change my physical size and I
can't dramatically change my speed, but
what I can control is my performance on
the field."
The foundation for Williams' baseball
career was laid on the diamonds of his
Los Angeles neighborhood as soon as he
was old enough to join a tee-ball league.
It was about the same time, at 6 years
old, that Williams began a different type
of performing.
While waiting in the lobby of his older
brother's acting agent, Williams was
asked if he'd like to try acting too. He
flashed a gleaming smile and said, "Sure."
Two weeks later Williams was cast for a
speaking part in the television series
"Trapper John, M.D."
Williams rejected acting classes for
baseball practice but continued to land
parts in dramatic and comedic roles as
well as national commercials. He says he
was never intimidated by Hollywood,
partly because he was so familiar with

the television lineup of the late '70s and
early '80s. "I thought acting would be
easy because I watched so much TV
when I was a kid," he recalls.
Baseball helped the young actor to
remain a kid in an adult world, Williams
says, adding that he was lucky to find an
agent who respected that baseball practice took precedence over an audition.
At 13, Williams landed a part in the
syndicated sitcom "Bustin' Loose" and
worked alongside veteran actor Jimmy
Walker. It was there that Williams
honed his comedic skills while playing a
legally blind orphan who lived with an
ex-convict.
"Jimmy Walker took me under his
wing," Williams says. "He's the one
that really taught me about timing and
comedic pause and stage presence."
Several years later, during his first
season on the varsity football team at St.
Bernard's High School, Williams won
the role of basketball star Isiah Thomas
in the made-for-TV movie "The Mary
Thomas Story." This time athletics were
put on hold for two months of filming in
Chicago.
The compelling movie told of Mary
Thomas' struggle to raise her six children - including future basketball star
Isiah - while on welfare and keep them
off the Chicago streets during a time
when gangs were gaining prominence.

The movie, Williams and Alfre
Woodard, who played Mary Thomas,
each were nominated for Emmy Awards
following the 1990 airing.
Coming from many Hollywood types,
the words might sound cliche, but when
Williams says, "Just being nominated,
that was really enough," he is nothing
but sincere. The best supporting actor
Emmy went to someone else, but
Woodard won for best actress and the
movie won for best television drama.
When it came time to start college,
Williams says the decision to concentrate
on basebatl was easy. After all, his career
goal is to play major league ball. USD
appealed to Williams, who was looking
for a strong academic university plus a
team that could promise him a spot on
the roster his freshman year.
The playing time proved profitable
for Williams, who has been watched
seriously by scouts since last year's draft.
He is, however, careful to be realistic
about the future. To do that, Williams
looks to lessons he learned as an actor.
"I never let acting get to me; that's
why I was so successful," Williams says.
"If I didn't get a role, I didn' t worry
about it."
He looks at baseball that way now
too, and says with confidence that if his
career as a center fielder ends with
graduation, he'll move on to other
challenges. If the big leagues don't come
calling, the communications major has
lined up a position with a public relations firm that works with actors.
Either way, Williams is at the top of
his game.
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avy pilot Lt. Loree (Draude) Hirschman
'89 says she usually likes some company
while flying missions in her jet. But during her first takeoff from an aircraft carrier, she was glad she was alone.
"The first time I did the cat shot, I was
relieved there was nobody in the plane
with me, because I was screaming the
whole way," Hirschman says, laughing
at the memory. The "cat shot" she refers
to involves being flung in her jet from
the deck of a moving aircraft carrier by a
giant catapult. Although she had plenty
of practice takeoffs and landings on solid
ground before her first flight from a carrier, she says nothing quite simulates
using the deck of a ship rolling across
the ocean as a runway.
"It's like a really wild roller coaster
ride," she says, "but landing on a carrier
is fun; being out to sea is fun."
Hirschman has been out to sea for
several two-week periods, but she is now
sampling the open ocean for a bit longer.
On April 11, she left aboard the aircraft
carrier Abraham Lincoln for a six-month
deployment to the Persian Gulf and

I

back. It's a first in more ways than one,
as she is the first woman on the West
Coast to fly the S-3, a twin-engine, antisubmarine warfare jet, in a combat billet.
But to her colleagues, she's just another
pilot.
"Women have been flying transport
planes for a while, so it's not really a big
deal," she says. "Everyone has accepted
the fact that women are now flying in
combat roles, and I'm treated the same as
any other aviator in the squadron."
Although allowing women to fly combat jets is a relatively new development
for the Navy, Hirschman knew early on
that she wanted to be a pilot. The daughter of two Marine Corps veterans, she
signed up for ROTC her first year at
USD. A field trip to the El Toro, Calif.,
and Miramar, Calif., naval air stations
her freshman year sent her searching for
the skies.
"When we visited the jet squadrons, I
saw happy people who liked what they
were doing," she recalls. "I knew then
that I wanted to do the same thing."
Hirschman's responsibilities don't end

in
The USD Top 10, a new addition to
USD Magazine, features USD professors
sharing their expertise . For the inaugural
edition, Professor Sally Yard, chair of
USD's fine arts department, identifies
her favorite works of public art for those
who may be traveling around the country
this summer. Yard holds a B.A. in art
history from Harvard and an M .A. and a
Ph.D. in art history from Princeton. An
expert in public art, she has been curator
of a number of exhibits at USD.
1. Snake Path, by Alexis Smith, 1992.
Stuart Collection, University of
California, San Diego, La Jolla, Calif.
"This pathway to the Central Library
frames a reverie on innocence and
knowledge."
2. Sentinel Plaza, by Robert Irwin, 1990.
Pasadena Police Department, Pasadena,
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when she lands. When she's not flying
her S-3 - a four-person jet that carries
a communications person, a weapons and
navigation tactician, and a sonar and
radar operator in addition to the pilot she leads a division of sailors on the
ground, works on jets and attends countless hours of classroom training.
That training comes in handy when
Hirschman runs into an unexpected situation, such as "boltering," a pilot's term
for missing all four of the series of wires
designed to catch a hook on the tail of
the plane when it lands on the carrier's
deck. In that case, the pilot must quickly
take off again and circle around for
another landing attempt. While it's not
an uncommon experience, it can be harrowing.
"My first time out at sea, I was flying
in bad weather when the (runway) lights
on the ship went out," she says. "I
missed the last wire and had to come
back around to land. Taking off again
wasn't really the problem, it was flying
back up into the bad weather."
Despite the thrills, Hirschman says
flying offers serene moments as well.
Those moments remind her of why she
loves being a pilot.
"Once I'm up at cruising altitude, I
can look around and get a totally different perspective on the world," she says.
"Then I think about how lucky I am to
have this opportunity."

+

Calif. "A place of pause and reverie amid
the bustle of the city."

walk in the landscape into an occasion of
passage and pause."

3. Berth Haven, by George Trakas, 1983.
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, 7600 Sand Point Way
N .W ., Seattle. "Overlooking Lake
Washington, this work is a foil for the
movements of the water."

7. South Cove, by Mary Miss, Susan
Child and Stanton Eckstut, 1988. West
Street at Second Place on the Hudson
River, Battery Park City, New York.
"An elegant esplanade and 'tower' along
the Hudson River in lower Manhattan."

4. Irene Hixon Whitney Bridge, by Siah
Armajani, 1988. Minneapolis Sculpture
Garden, Minneapolis. "A pedestrian
bridge that becomes a place of poetry."

8. Trompe-l'oeil painting on the exterior
of the Boston Architectural Center, by
Richard Haas, 1977. Boston. "A startling
illusionistic intervention in the city."

5. Playscapes, by Isamu Noguchi, 1975 .
Piedmont Park, Atlanta. "A children's
playground designed by one of the great
sculptors of the century."

9. Clothespin, by Claes Oldenburg, 1976.
Center Square, Philadelphia. "A surprising monument."

6. Bodark Arc, by Martin Puryear, 1982.
Nathan Manilow Sculpture Park,
Governors State University, University
Park, Ill. "A work that subtly remakes a

10. Vietnam Veterans Memorial, by
Maya Lin, 1982. Constitution Gardens,
Constitution Avenue at 21st Street
N.W., Washington, D.C.

~

here is perhaps no creature on the face of the Earth
more jubilant than a college student on a Friday afternoon. Shrugging off the week of classes, tests and other
pressures of academic life, students literally shout with glee as
they turn up their stereos, yell plans to friends and celebrate
the fact that the weekend has finally arrived.
USD's Maher Hall is, for nine months of the year, a central
location for such Friday afternoon festivities. But even as the
freshman men who call Maher Hall home race through the
lobby, armed with surfboards and unbridled enthusiasm, the
door to the office of USD President Author E. Hughes remains
open. There is little doubt that the periodic shouts and pounding footsteps can be heard in what is supposed to be a sanctuary
for USD's chief administrator. Yet through countless Fridays
spanning a quarter century, his door, tucked unobtrusively into
a corner of the foyer, has not been closed.
"There's something about a man who chooses to have his
office in a freshman men's residence hall," says John Trifiletti '78,
USD's director of alumni and parent relations, a personal
friend of Hughes and a one-time resident of Maher (then
DeSales) Hall. "It speaks volumes about the faith he has in the
quality of the students."
It speaks volumes about the man himself as well. Hughes
invites the freshman residents of Maher Hall to an open forum
each year, discussing whatever concerns or questions they may
have. But the meeting also communicates, in the low-key manner that is Art Hughes' trademark, that there is work going on
in Maher Hall. Not surprisingly, there have been few problems
over the years. The relative peace is due in large part to the
quiet authority that emanates from Hughes, a man who doesn't
ask for respect, but earns it.
"On one occasion, the dorms got pretty raucous," says
La Verne Hanscom, who worked as Hughes' secretary for more

1971
• Author E. Hugh es selected as
president of USD from field of
237 applicants.

than 15 years. "Dr. Hughes didn't say a word; he just got up
and stood in the window. Things quieted down fairly quickly."
Such patience might not be shown by another administrator
in a different place. But it reflects Art Hughes' faith that given
the chance, people will do what is right. That simple principle
has marked his career and his life. It is one of the cornerstones
on which he has helped build the spirit and sense of values that
permeates Alcala Park. And while students are understandably
prone to get carried away on Friday afternoons, the open door
to Hughes' office demonstrates his unwavering faith that they
will respect him as he respects them.

c5!lfiatding W<§JW;
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open entrance to Hughes' Maher Hall office is more than
·ust a message to students. It is the physical manifestation of
the attitude that USD's president has brought to his job for
24 years. Faculty, staff, students and friends of the university,
when asked to comment on their experiences with Hughes,
inevitably praise his openness to ideas, comments, criticisms
and suggestions. In a society where people at the top are nearly
impossible to reach, Hughes has remained accessible.
"There's never a question about getting in to see him," says
Phil Hwang, a longtime professor at USD's School of Education.
"The university has always been run on a very personal level."
That personal touch has become Hughes' hallmark. He treats
each person he meets with an unforced, genuine warmth that
most of us reserve for family and close friends. He likes people,
and people like him.
"As a student, I remember the way he strode up and down
Marian Way, always greeting students as if he knew each and
every one of them personally," says Harley Sefton '76, now a

1972
• Merger of College for Women
and College for Men finalized.
• School of Business Administration
and School of Education founded.

1973
• First foreign summer law
institute - Paris.
• School of Business Administration
initiates M.B.A. program.
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member of USD's board of trustees. "Everybody liked him, and
we all wished we could command the same respect and admiration from people that he did."
That respect and admiration for Hughes is one of the elements that carried USD through its tenuous early years, and
still carries it today. Perhaps it was divine guidance, perhaps
just the wisdom of the people that hired Art Hughes. But in
1971, the campus that sat atop the hill overlooking Mission
Bay needed a leader who would be respected, liked and
admired. There was much work to be done, and USD had to
have the support of its own people as well as people throughout
the San Diego community. Art Hughes, with heartfelt friendliness for each new person he met and an unwavering dedication
to his new role as USD's president, was able to build that support, one person at a time.

cf!ln tk 6(:fffiim'ing
gh Author Hughes has filled his years at USD with
ands of hours of hard work, he began his time at Alcala
m much the same way as anyone starting a new job.
" I came in on my first morning and looked around and
thought, 'Well this is where I sit,"' Hughes recalls. "There was
nothing on my desk : no mail, no agenda, no appointments. So I
thought, 'Well, I wonder what I do today.' So I decided that I
would get out and start meeting people.''
The most important group of people Hughes had to meet were
the members of the two boards of trustees - one for the College
for Women and one for the College for Men - who were in the
process of finalizing the merger of the two institutions into the
University of San Diego. Hughes spent nine months reporting
separately to the two boards, and receiving two paychecks.
Although both colleges wanted to become one university,

Hughes had to make sure the people involved were comfortable
with the myriad issues that a corporate merger can raise.
"Art was a positive influence from the moment he arrived,
and he presided over what became a very smooth transition,"
says Anita Figueredo, a College for Women trustee who still
sits on the USD board of trustees. "He came aboard without
any agenda of his own except to fulfill what we wanted. He
helped us find out what we needed to do and has since exceeded
by far the ambitions we had."
In those early months, Hughes had to call upon every facet
of the experience he brought with him to San Diego. With doctorate, master's and undergraduate degrees in business, he
quickly grasped the corporate nuances associated with the
merger that would create USD. He drew up a document called
"A Joint Venture in Higher Education" to address those issues.
His background as a professor of business and dean of the
School of Business at Northern Arizona University meant he
could relate to faculty concerns. And his success as a vice president at NAU - where he developed a second campus for that
university - showed that he was prepared to lead a fledgling
institution that was just beginning to form a new identity.
When the merger was complete, the work was far from over.
The structures of the two schools had to be reorganized into
one and the duplicate departments and facilities combined. And
while the College for Women had been solvent, the College for
Men carried with it a debt that had to be retired by the newly
formed institution. Although there were to be some growing
pains, Author Hughes always believed that USD would succeed. And those who were present in the early years never had
a doubt that he was the key to making that success happen.
"Art's personal approach and passion for detail made possible
the transition from two small schools to one great university, "
says Therese Truitt Whitcomb '53, the first graduate of the

1977
• Philip Y. Hahn School of Nursing
opens.

• School of Nursing offers master's
degree.

1975
• Enrollment tops 3,100.

1978
• Honors program begins.

• USD budget in the black.
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USD's financial and physical growth. It covers Tom Burke, the
vice president and dean of students who has led student life at
USD since 1973. Also included are Monsignor I. Brent Eagen
- who Hughes says is "not only a personal friend, but someone who has helped me understand the church and its relationship to the university" - and a number of other USD luminaries such as the late Gil Brown, a former vice president for university relations, and John McNamara, the current vice president for university relations, who Hughes says "held my hand
through the last capital campaign, convincing me that we could
meet our goal." Finally, Hughes never forgets to mention his
wife, Marjorie (see story on page 15) , who from the beginning
has shared his tireless efforts to make USD an institution of
which its graduates, students and employees can be proud.
While Hughes is quick to share the credit for USD's successes, those he praises are just as quick to turn it right back over
to him. " Art would clearly delineate his thoughts and ideas, and
ask us to translate those ideas into actualities," says Boyce.
"Any time of the day or night, he would make time available to
discuss any subject or problem. With his leadership, there was
no question in our minds that we would be successful."

College for Women and a professor at the school since 1961.
"If he had dealt in grand concepts and abstractions, the plans
for the university never would have worked. His ability to look
to the horizon and delegate the right tasks to the right people
was our salvation."

cDiving ~wer to t/4e ~ opfe
ughes has the soul of an educator," says Sister Sally
l ray, USD's vice president and provost and one of the
architects of the merger of the College for Women and
College for Men. "What educators do is empower people. Art
has done that."
Such empowerment was a conscious decision on Hughes'
part. Realizing that USD needed to raise its profile in San
Diego and across the country, he early on ceded many of
USD's internal affairs to the most competent people he could
find , and set about meeting another group of people : the
donors, community leaders and friends who have been critical
to the university's growth and stability.
"I knew after being on the job for about two years that in
order for me to do the things that had to be done outside the
university, someone would have to do the work on the inside,"
says Hughes. Starting with Sister Furay, whom he credits with
the ever-growing academic strength and status of USD, Hughe~
recites a who's who of USD history, recognizing each person
who worked to keep the house in order while he represented
USD to the res t of the world.
That list includes people such as Jack Boyce, the now-retired
vice president for financial affairs who charted the course for

1979

success that Art Hughes inspired can be measured in

.y;:.._ many ways. In the 24 years that he has presided over USD,

l:d_ the university has added a School of Nursing, a School of

Business Administration and a School of Education. Buildings
such as the Ernest and Jean Hahn University Center, Olin Hall
and Loma Hall have been erected and other projects have been
completed, such as the two-story addition to the Helen K. and
James S. Copley Library and the renovation and expansion of
the Katherine M. and George M. Pardee Jr. Legal Research

1982

• School of Education offers
doctoral program.

• Computer science and
NROTC programs begin.

• USD's first capital campaign,
Discovery, initiated to raise
$18 million.

• Guadalupe Hall constructed.

198!1
• Nursing school offers first
doctoral program at private
university on the West Coast.
• Manchester Executive
Conference Center opens.
• Helen K. and James S. Copley
Library opens.
• Olin Hall opens.
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Center. The student body has swelled to more than 6,000
while teacher-student ratios have remained low and admission
standards have soared. USD's endowment now stands at more
than $35 million, just 20 years after the school retired its debt
The university, once known only as a small regional school,
now has a national profile. And USD's alumni, the ultimate
test of any university, have gone on to assume major roles in
the fields of education, business, health care, law, and the arts
and sciences.
While Hughes stresses the importance of these accomplishments, he also defines success in another way. Not surprisingly,
that definition has to do with a university's ultimate responsibility, its students, and how Art Hughes shaped the idea of
what a university ought to provide for those young people.
"Early on, we began to talk about a values orientation and
how we could factor that into our programs and how we could
live it out in the campus community," Hughes recalls. "We
looked at each student as a whole person, asking, 'How are
they maturing intellectually? How are they maturing socially,
physically, spiritually and emotionally?' We called it a holistic
view, a view of the total human being and what experiences we
ought to be providing to that human being."
Although much has changed since Hughes first arrived at
Alcala Park, the sense of values he brought with him has not.
While instilling a core of values into the mission of the university, he also has set an example, living by his own very strong
set of values every day.
"The best contribution Art has made to the values of our
students is his own personal example," says Monsignor Eagen.
"He has not asked anyone to do anything he wouldn't do himself. He has a faith and dedication that people can admire,
respect and emulate."

dft·
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mber of programs that USD now provides grew directly
o t of Hughes' priorities. Much of the time of a university
fi)resident is spent outside the office, and Hughes is no exception. He has participated in countless charitable and community
organizations and made a name for himself in higher education
(see story on page 13 ). In fact, at times his schedule was so
busy that he once rushed out of his office for a lunch meeting,
only to return and ask Hanscom, "Where am I going?"
Despite his full plate, Hughes found time to nurture projects
he saw as important to maintaining the values that USD
embodies. The Choral Scholars, for example, a group of students who sing at university functions throughout the year,
came about as a direct result of Hughes' enthusiasm. "I've
always thought that USD could be doing more in terms of
music and offer more musical opportunities on campus for our
students and faculty," Hughes says. When a donor made a substantial gift to endow the presidency, Hughes convinced the
donor that the money should be used to fund scholarships for
bright, talented students who would form a university choral
group.
Another legacy of Art Hughes is the USD tradition of student volunteerism in community organizations. In 1985, he and
several other university presidents co-founded Campus
Compact, a project for public and community services on college campuses. That organization led to a West Coast offshoot,
California Compact, in which Hughes also played a role.
"We thought that if students weren't volunteering, it was
probably because colleges and universities weren't providing the
opportunities," Hughes says. "At USD, we felt that while the
students were interested, that interest could be intensified if we
had a person who would organize these activities."

1990

1986

• USD's first lay chairman of the
board, Ernest W. Hahn, takes
office.

• Electrical engineering
program begins.

1987
• Ernest and Jean Hahn
University Center opens.
• Alcala Vista apartments bring
on-campus housing to 1,938
students.
• M.F.A./Old Globe program
commences.

dtutfent ct;,Ve.S

1989
• USD's first endow ed chair,
DeForest Strunk Chair of
Special Education, established
by anonymous donor.

• Katherine M. and George M.
Pardee Jr. Legal Research
Center dedicated.
• Fall semester enrollment
exceeds 6,000.

• Manchester Family Child
Development Center opens.
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Since then, USD students have volunteered hundreds of
thousands of hours in a wide variety of programs. Even Hughes
was surprised at the scope of the program, which he says has
far surpassed what he envisioned.
"The important thing about volunteerism is that it is one of
the social va lues that our students have to be made aware of,"
Hughes says. "There is a great sense of fulfillment in doing
something for somebody else."
Hughes also is proud of the tradition of what USD calls the
"scholar-athlete." Unlike many other institutions, USD makes
no special academic allowances for athletes, requiring that their
grades meet the same high standards as the rest of the student
body. Tom Iannacone, USD's director of athletics, says that
the success of USD athletics is made all the more sweet by the
academic achievements of its athletes, and credits Hughes for
making it possible.
" If we weren't working for a university that does things
right, we'd have a harder time attracting athletes that do things
right," he says. "We don't have to be afraid of success, because
we succeed by attracting quality kids."
It is the students, past and present, who offer perhaps the
most heartfelt memories of Author Hughes. Without exception
they remember a man who always had time for them, a man
who they now know was constantly working behind the scenes,
with his strongest motivation always being to better their lives
as students.
"Dr. Hughes is one the most forward-thinking people I've
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on around the campus, and he's made a concerted effort to
reach out and give the alumni program the commitment it
deserves," he says.
Hughes sometimes went as far as to invite students to accompany him on his boat, with those sailing trips acting as a chance
for the president and students to chat informally and develop
friendships away from campus.
"It allowed me to get a genuine reaction to how those students viewed the university," Hughes recalls. "Some of them
developed very close relationships with the faculty, and I think
they knew they wouldn't have had that experience someplace
else."
Hughes' son Tim, who participated in many of those sailing
expeditions, and who graduated from USD in 1982, is certainly
the student who knew Art Hughes better than any other.
Although he learned much at USD, he says his father taught
him the same sense of humility that Art Hughes himself is
known for.
"We had a lot of people visiting the house when I was in
school," Tim Hughes recalls. "The people I liked were the people who were down-to-earth, who didn't have a sense of their
own importance. Those were the people my father tended to get
along with."
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1992
• USD completes $47.5 million
fund-raising campaign, exceeding
goal by $5.5 million.
• Loma Hall opens.
• The men's soccer team finishes
as th e NCAA national
championship runner-up.
During the same academic year,
w omen's basketball w ins the
wee tournament and advances
to the NCAA tournament for the
first time.
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committed: Ernest W. Hahn
Chair of Real Estate Fi,Jance.
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board of trustees. "It's hard to believe that a man can bring
together so many constituencies and still be so universally
respected and liked, but he's never failed to bring people together."
Hughes has spent 24 years bringing people together for one
common purpose, to better the lives of those who are associated
with the University of San Diego. His true legacy lies not in
the buildings or the grounds of USD, but in the people who
study, live and work at Alcala Park. Through all the changes
that have taken place over the past two and a half decades at
USD, Art Hughes has always trusted people to do what is
right, and they have rewarded that trust by helping him build a
stellar institution of higher education.
"I've never felt like I was out on a limb alone," Hughes says.
"The way we've always operated here is that when I have a difficult decision to make, I don't just sit here and ponder by
myself. I go to the people involved and we hash things out. It's
a matter of having hammered out all the alternatives. And you
sleep better when you've really pounded them out."
Sleep well, Author E. Hughes.

Although he is retiring from USD , Author E. Hughes doesn't
plan to stop working. Hughes recently announced that he has
accepted a part-time position as senior consultant in higher
education with The James Irvine Foundation. He also will
remain at USD on a part-time basis to assist in the presidential
transition and to complete fund-raising and public relations
commitments.
Special thanks to the following individuals who provided background information and invaluable assistance in preparing this
article: Iris Engstrand, Marjorie Hughes, Charlie King '62,
Maureen (Pecht) King '64 and Father William Shipley.

1995
• Inaugural Author E. Hughes
Career Achievement Awards
presented to alumni for ·
outstanding achievement in
their career fields.
• Author E. and Marjorie A.
Hughes Administration Center
dedicated.
• President Author E. Hugh es
retires, June JO.
• President Alice B. Hayes takes
office,July 1.

ince he arrived at Alcala Park in
1971, USD President Author E.
Hughes has spoken loudly and clearly
on behalf of higher education in local and
national arenas. As the voice for his
campus - and as the representative of
an independent institution in a nation
that favors public institutions - Hughes
says he has not only the opportunity, but
the responsibility, to do so.
His involvement includes leadership
roles in a number of organizations that
represent independent campuses, from
the National Association of Independent
Colleges and Universities to the
Association of Catholic Colleges and
Universities .
Hughes' efforts over the years have
been geared to soliciting the involvement
of fellow presidents and trustees in the
issues confronting their independent
institutions, meeting with legislators on
state and national policy issues and, as
president of a Catholic university, understanding and furthering the relationship
with the Roman Catholic Church.
"Art Hughes is extremely committed to
the concept of independent higher education," says Richard Rosser, who was
president of NAICU when Hughes
served as chair of the board. "He's a very
thoughtful, wise, elder statesman, one of
a handful of truly exceptional leaders in
education today."
As part of the NAICU board, Hughes
helped develop a much-needed longrange plan for the organization and, as
part of that plan, helped organize a summit meeting of presidents and trustees in
Washington, D.C. About 1,700 presidents and trustees attended the meeting,
which focused on the national issues fac ing their institutions .
"It also included a massive descent
on the capital by all of these people to
impress upon the Congress and the
administration what our problems are,"
Hughes says. "As a result of that came
the amendments to the Higher Education
Act of 1965, many of which were good
and some of which were not so good."
Those that were not so good concerned
the government wanting to get involved
in the accreditation process by setting
regulations and becoming a partner in
the judgment of all public and private
colleges and universities.
(conlinuedonpa.:fe
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( continued)
"I'm a very strong believer in selfaccreditation," asserts Hughes, who, as
a member of the Western Association of
Schools and Colleges, has taken part in
individual campus accreditation evaluations for more than 20 years. "It's an
institution being judged by its peers and I
think that's very healthy."
Closer to home, Hughes has devoted
many years to the Association of
Independent California Colleges and
Universities, for which a fundamental
issue has been Cal Grants, or rather, the
waning availability of these grants for
independent college students . When the
grant program was established in 1956,
100 percent of the grants were awarded
to independent college students. Today,
only 28 percent of the grants go to independent college students; the majority
are awarded to public college students.
In March, Hughes participated in
AICCU's Independent College Day, in
which presidents from California's independent institutions met with their legislators in Sacramento to convince them of
the need to reform the Cal Grant program.
"We know that there will be a new
tidal wave of college students beginning
in 1997," Hughes says. ''Yet there isn't
a single new California campus on the
drawing board, public or private. Where
are these students going to go?"
While there is some room in the independent sector, Hughes says, many of
the students can't afford the fees. "The
state is well-advised to fund the Cal
Grants program to enable these kids to go
to independent schools," he explains, "so
it won't have to build a new campus
until it is able to."
It's participation and passion such as
this that has earned Hughes - and by
association, USD - respect among his
peers. "I can look at every major organization - national, regional and statewide
- and see that Art has been a key
force," says Jonathan Brown, executive
director of AICCU. "He does it because
he really wants to contribute. His basic
philosophy is that his role as a leader is
to make an organization better while he's
there."
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Though Maureen (Pecht) King '64 was impressed when she
first met USD's new president and his wife in 1971, it was her
second meeting with Marge Hughes that confirmed just how
personable their leadership was going to be.
"My husband and I first met Art and Marge on an evening
when they met at least 25 people, during a week in which they
probably met 500 people," Maureen recalls. "A few weeks later,
I was at the Little Folks shop in La Jolla. I was buying something when in comes Marge, and before I even had a chance to
look up, she said, 'Maureen, how are you? '
"She called me by name, knew exactly who I was and where
and when she had met me. I thought, 'This lady will do just fine
in her job.'"
Ask anyone about Marge Hughes and her work for USO, and
praise comes pouring back. Every conversation is sprinkled with
words such as vital, caring, genuine, intelligent, comfortable and
welcoming, qualities that friends confirm have drawn numerous
people closer to the university.
"Marge has such a wonderful, outgoing way," says Ruth
Mulvaney, who met Marge through the USO Auxiliary. "She
knows not a stranger and goes out of her way to make you feel
good.''
That amiable manner helped ease
the transition in 1971 when Marge
and Art arrived in a new city and
began to fulfill the responsibilities of
a university president and his family.
As Art took the reins of the nearly
merged University of San Diego,
Marge had no idea what her role at
the university would be. While Art
could draw on some of the experiences of his predecessors, there
The Hughes family:
hadn't been a president's wife after
Greg, Tim, Marge,
which Marge could model her responArt, Susan and John.
sibilities - the previous presidents
had all been priests or nuns.

Art and Marge Hughes
with Bishop Leo T. Maher.

Those close to her say Marge plunged in with typical enthusiasm and energy and, as one friend noted, she "put her life at
the disposal of Art and the university."
Marge remembers those early years at USD with fondness,
and also with some relief that her schedule has since calmed
down. She dismisses laudatory comments, saying simply,
"What we had to do, we just had to do."

Y..irsl gmpress.ions
What they had to do was begin establishing relationships in the
community for the university, raise four children and find a
place to live.
First on the agenda was setting up a home, which they did
four times in less than two years. When Art and Marge arrived
on campus with their children in 1971, there was no president's
residence. In fact, for two weeks there wasn't even a president.
Art had to return to Northern Arizona University in Flagstaff,
Ariz., to finish teaching a summer class while Marge and the
children set up temporarily in graduate student apartments on
Goshen Street. Marge, who was captivated by San Diego's blue
skies and blooming flora during their springtime interview trip
- she still remembers vividly that "the hillsides were just glorious with a carpet of color" - was greeted that August with
harsh Santa Ana winds blowing in from the desert, which heated up and dried out the region.
"It was so hot and we hated San Diego water because we
were used to that wonderful, delicious, cold-out-of-the-faucet,
mountain, Flagstaff water," she says. "So the first thing we did
was get a water cooler and buy bottled water."
Marge says that she and the kids - Greg, Tim, John and
Susan - often got lost as they explored San Diego, but like
many other new USD residents, they used a simple landmark
to find their way home. "We could always look up and see the
blue dome, if we weren't too far afield," she recalls, smiling.
"With that as a guide, we would somehow muddle our way
back to campus."
The Hughes family soon rented a house in La Jolla, then just
nine months later had to move back to campus when the homeowners decided to live in the house themselves. Casa de Alcala,
the president's residence, was under construction, so the family
lived in the VIP apartment at the Sports Center until it was
completed about a year later.
Marge decorated and furnished Casa de Alcala with a careful
eye and a limited budget, given the university's strict financial
constraints at the time. But as the second oldest in a family of
10 children who started working when she was 13 to help buy
her own clothes, conservative spending is second nature to her,
she says, especially when it's the university' s money.
"Marge has given the university so many gifts," says Mig
Boyce, a longtime friend and the wife of Jack Boyce, who was
the university's vice president for financial affairs for 1 7 years.
"I believe she made that house reflect what the people wanted:
a gift to be used and enjoyed."
Marge's creative solutions to working with limited resources
for the house led to a memorable first meeting with John
Trifiletti '78, USD's director of alumni and parent relations. "I
was a sophomore," he recounts, "and as a buddy and I were
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driving down the hill, we saw a woman picking flowers. I
jammed on the brakes, rolled down the window and asked,
'Ma'am, who authorized you to pick those flowers?' She looked
at me and said, 'Who authorized you to ask?'
"She was picking flowers for a party they were having at the
house that night," Trifiletti says. "That's how lean the budgets
were in those days. I sent her a bouquet of flowers the next day."

:Pulhn.9 oul I.he Welcome Yl(a/
In the years since the president's residence was completed and
dedicated in May 197 3, Art and Marge have opened the doors
wide to the USD community. When they weren't attending
social functions, they were entertaining at Casa de Alcala or
offering it as a venue for USD groups to hold events. They
attended or hosted three to four events every week for many
years while they were working diligently to forge friendships
for the university and establish a strong image for USD in the
San Diego community.
Those were hectic times to say the least, Art says, but Marge
always prevailed with a sense of order. "When all four kids
were home and we were maintaining the kind of schedule we
did in those days," he says, "it was a major task to keep all that
going, with kids in two or three different schools, my schedule
and trying to keep the family together during mealtimes."
"It was a merry-go-round," Marge agrees, especially the
nights they were feeding the kids, getting dressed and rushing
out the door to one event or another. "You hate going out the
door sometimes. You hate even thinking of getting dressed and
going again. But once you're there, you love being there."
Her eyes light up at the memory of the people they've met
over the years and she ticks off a partial list: former President
Gerald Ford, composer Aaron Copland, political commentator
William F. Buckley, Bob and Dolores Hope, journalist George
Will and a family favorite, author Ted Geisel, better known as
Dr. Seuss. She remembers that Art got a hearty laugh from Ted
Geisel the first time they met and Art noted, "I'm probably the
only person here who this very night read one of your books."
He had read it as a bedtime story to the kids.

But some of the memories Marge holds dearest to her heart are
from the years she and Art knew Bishop Leo T. Maher, who
passed away in 1991, and the many nuns from the Religious of
the Sacred Heart. Marge, who grew up in what she calls a strict
Catholic home and whose faith is part and parcel of her daily
life, reveres the nuns for their deep spirituality, their commitment to their professions and their caring nature.
Those very relationships exemplify what Marge says is one of
the most enriching aspects of her work for USD: that she is
supporting a university with a Catholic tradition. Another boon

for her personally is the proximity of their house to the
Immaculata, enabling her to include morning Mass as part of
her daily routine.
"My faith is very important to me," she says simply.
It was a church, in fact, that was the site of an unforgettable
moment in their USD years, Marge says, but this one was nearly 6,000 miles from the Immaculata. During a sabbatical in
1978, Art, Marge and their two youngest children, John and
Susan, traveled through Spain for several months. One of their
stops was Alcala de Henares, a town near Madrid that is home
to the university whose buildings inspired the architectural
style at USD. The town also is renowned for one of its residents, San Diego de Alcala, for whom the city of San Diego was
named.
During a pre-arranged, private tour of the cathedral in town,
the hosts asked the Hughes family if they wanted to view the
body of San Diego. "With our limited Spanish, we weren't sure
what they were saying," Marge says, "but they ran and got a
ladder for us."
A stone coffin holding the remains of the saint was in a niche
above the altar. Art climbed to the top of the ladder and, with
the hosts' instructions, lifted the heavy outer lid of the coffin
and another smaller lid inside. As he stood there balancing on
the ladder, struggling to hold the lid up and listening to instructions in Spanish, Marge, John and Susan ran up the ladder one
by one to get a brief glimpse of the body.
"It was a very rare privilege to do that," Marge says, marveling
at the opportunities the family has had.

Jeam Jfuyhes
Back in San Diego, the family members worked together to provide their own brand of hospitality at Casa de Alcala. When
they hosted events at the house in the early years, Marge did
much of the cooking, and she and Art cleaned up at the end of
the evening. Both recall the many nights they found themselves
elbow-deep in dishwater at one or two in the morning. The kids
also pitched in to help get the house ready for events as part of
their regular chores.
"It was a work ethic that my parents have always tried to
teach us," says Tim Hughes. "There were things that had to be
done, contributions that had to be made, and that was a priority. If the house needed to be cleaned before company came
over, I grabbed a vacuum and one of my brothers or my sister
grabbed a scrub brush and a mop and went into the kitchen to
clean up. Whatever had to be done, we did it."
One year, Marge recalls, the family was cleaning for a
Valentine's Day tea when the woman organizing the event
arrived at the house early. "She couldn't believe how all the
family was racing around getting things ready for this event,"
Marge says, laughing. "The kids have always helped a lot."
Now USD's catering department does most of the cooking
and the cleanup, which both Marge and Art count as one of
their blessings. However, Marge still likes to add a personal
touch to the meal with a homemade dessert.
Those who have been recipients of the Hughes' hospitality
and warmth remark that Art and Marge are very much a team,
some calling them the "dynamic duo." Art himself notes that
90 percent of his work away from the office is done as a couple
with Marge, a role that she takes seriously.
Marge's enthusiastic participation in countless functions and
events over the years demonstrates her personal dedication to the

university. "Marge has a strong sense of the mission of the university," says Sister Sally Furay, USD's vice president and
provost. "When she does something, she's not just supporting her
husband, she's furthering the university and she sees it that way."
Marge also brings to her role firsthand knowledge of what
it's like to be a student at USD. Described by friends as someone with an "insatiable appetite to learn," Marge fed that
appetite for a time as a graduate student in the M.B.A. program.
Though the responsibilities of family and a rigorous schedule of
entertaining for USD derailed her plans to finish the program,
she did gain a new perspective of USD that she could share
with others in the community.
As the duo near their 39th wedding anniversary, Marge is
amazed that the years have passed so quickly and jokes that the
marriage "just may last." Ironically, it's a marriage that may
never have been, had it not been for a chance meeting that Art
had with one of Marge's sisters.
As fellow undergraduates at Eastern Illinois University in
Charleston, Ill., Art and Marge dated casually, but when Art
graduated one year before Marge, they decided to go their separate ways. "I think I had a pin of his and I gave it back to
him," Marge says. "We decided no ties."
Art taught for a year in Illinois, then moved to Colorado.
Marge finished her undergraduate studies, then began teaching
at Mount Carmel High School in Mount Carmel, Ill. They
soon lost track of each other. After three years in Colorado,
however, Art returned to Eastern Illinois University to teach
and ran into Marge's sister, Alice, on campus. He called Marge
shortly after, who came to the school for Homecoming that
fall, and they were married less than a year later.
The strength of their union, even nearly four decades later,
is evident to everyone who knows Art and Marge. Sister Furay
recalls how she summed up her observations at a dinner several
years after the couple came to USD: "I said, 'The smartest
thing USD ever did was to hire Art Hughes and the smartest
thing Art Hughes ever did was to marry Marge Hughes.' His
role at USD just would not have been the same without her.
He wouldn't have been the president he's been without Marge
because who each one of them is has been influenced by the
other.''

Jhe Xexl C£apler
Art readily shares credit with Marge for many of the university's
accomplishments over the years, but he gives her sole credit for
holding the family camp together, which these days has grown
to include six grandchildren. "She's been the glue for our family," he says softly. "She's been the person who makes sure that
as nearly as it's ever possible that we are together as a family.
And that's with the conflicting pressures of doing other
things.''
Those pressures will be lessening with retirement this summer, a fact that Marge and Art acknowledge will be both an
adjustment and an opportunity.
"It's going to be terrific to see what life holds in store and
get on with the next phase," Marge says, waxing nostalgic as
she contemplates the upcoming change. "When you've been in
one place for 24 years, it's a hard chapter to close, although
you're looking forward to new and different things. Still, it
would be hard to beat this total experience.''
She smiles and looks down, repeating quietly to herself,
"Hard to beat.''
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By Jill Wagner '91
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moving on
Since the first colonists reached
the shores of the New World,
Americans have been willing
to move away from familiar
territory to seek opportunity.
Today, the ever-changing
workplace has many people
moving at least once in a
lifetime. Others average moves
as often as every two years .

....

Still others essentially relocate
«..
'j

once a week when they commute
hundreds of miles between
home and work. Whatever the
frequency, however, it's clear
that Americans are on the move.

e

ach year, more than 45 million Americans decide to
move; half of those people relocate for a job. USO
senior Carrie Ducharme and her family have learned to make
the decision without hesitation. The family has pulled up stakes
11 times that Ducharme can remember.
The 21-year-old economics major recalls three moves in the
two years between eighth and 10th grade as the most difficult.
In those critical teen-age years, Ducharme, her mother, father
and two sisters left St. Louis for Puerto Rico, moved to Miami
nine months later and headed west to Phoenix within 11 months.
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Ducharme is what Anne Hendershott, USO associate professor of sociology, calls a "corporate kid" in her recently published study, "Moving for Work." As a successful banker with
an international firm, Ducharme's father was repeatedly asked
to relocate his family. The family never hesitated because there
was little choice, Ducharme says.
"I guess you could say, 'I don't want to advance in my
career,' but that's not really a viable option," she says.
In studying corporate trends, Hendershott found that, more
often than not, relocation is enticing for a family because it
means financial gain and better job status. Relocating is not
limited to "corporate gladiators" however, especially in tough
economic times. Sometimes, moving at the corporation's
request is the only alternative to unemployment, Ducharme
notes.
"When you sign on with a national corporation, if you want
upward mobility you know you're going to move," Hendershott
says. "It's an implied part of the contract."
But what do frequent moves mean for children? This question prompted Hendershott to write a book after she spent several years as a family counselor in a school district that attracted
a highly mobile population. She ran a support group to help

new kids integrate into the school system and there began
research for a doctoral dissertation examining the effects of
moving on corporate children.
The short-term effects can be traumatic, she found , especially for junior high school students who are just beginning to
develop lasting friendships and a sense of identity. Ducharme's
experience is a case in point. She lived in St. Louis for sixth,
seventh and half of eighth grade and there met her best friend.
"Of all the moves I've made, leaving there was the hardest
one," Ducharme recalls. "In junior high you're completely
impressionable. That's where you form your friends and who
you are and who you're going to be. I had the best friends
there."
The conventional wisdom that asserts children are adaptable
does come into play, Hendershott discovered, and in the long
run frequent moving has its benefits for corporate kids.
"The long-term effects were quite positive for movers,"
Hendershott says. "Kids who move frequently in childhood
very often have an easier time when they go away to college.
They're more open to change and more tolerant about ambiguity
and meeting new people."
Ducharme says she always has made friends easily and agrees
her move to college was smooth compared with friends who
did not have the same strength to leave their family for a new
environment. As a junior in college she called upon her innerstrength again when deciding to transfer from school in Flagstaff,
Ariz. - which was just a few hours from her family's home in
Scottsdale - to USD in Southern California.
This summer, it is her family's turn to move farther away they are headed to Portland, Ore. As for Ducharme, she now
calls San Diego home, at least until that irresistible job offer
comes in.
Going into the field of economics, Ducharme says she is willing to relocate, but not as frequently as her father did. "I plan
on moving a couple of times," she says. "But when I have children I want to be stable."

history repeats itself
Ducharme and her family may top the average American, who
will move far fewer times in a 25- to 30-year career, but relocating for opportunity has been a hallmark of American society
since the first colonists left England in search of freedom. As
the American colonies flourished, farmers willing to work larger
plots of land moved ever westward in search of fertile soil.
When studying moving trends, sociologists look at push and
pull factors, Hendershott says. Adventurers and entrepreneurs
were pulled westward by the lure of economic opportunity in
unsettled lands, she explains. The 1849 Gold Rush brought
settlers to California. The Industrial Revolution pulled large
African-American populations from the South - where segregation laws were pushing the same folks away - for needed
labor in newly automated factories in the North.
More recently, rapid growth in the defense and aerospace
industry lured people to the West Coast where the economy
was booming. Today, places like Colorado, Utah and New
Mexico are attracting entire businesses to the Rocky Mountain
area and, consequently, pulling in job-seekers from across the
country.
As for California today, the slouching economy is pushing
businesses and people away in larger numbers than ever before.
"Citing bloated taxes and state bureaucracy, earthquakes and

urban unrest, many of California's biggest c_o mpanies are relocating out of state," Hendershott writes in "Moving for
Work."
"The out-migration of companies and jobs from California is
certainly new (no one used to move out of California)," she
writes.

establishing new roots
Mark Weedman '83 lived in San Diego for 33 years and had
not considered leaving until his girlfriend landed a job in Iowa
three years ago. Despite the distance separating them, their
relationship grew and when they became engaged, Weedman
faced leaving the Golden State.
"We're both fierce individualists and we were scared to give
up our independence of being single," he says. "I felt pretty
firmly rooted in San Diego. I didn't have any desire to leave."
Gradually, Weedman changed his mind and a year ago
moved to Davenport, Iowa, to be with Mariclaret "M.C."
Patton. Finding a new job and feeling a part of his new community turned out to be easier than Weedman expected.
"I was concerned about my ability to start over," explains
Weedman, who was a member of community sports teams, a
volunteer with the Names Project AIDS memorial quilt and
close with his family in San Diego.
Such concerns are not unusual, even for people who have
moved frequently, Hendershott learned in her study. Men,
especially, have a difficult time emotionally when moving to
"follow" a wife or girlfriend, she says. Just the idea of looking
for work can be formidable.
For many men, "the threat of unemployment at the new
location can be terrifying," Hendershott says in her book.
Weedman left a job he had held for more than five years, but
some of his fears were allayed because he left with an excellent
recommendation. "Looking for work is always scary, but it's
something I have some confidence about," he says. "I'm a very
employable person."
The sociology graduate was hired to work with male adolescents in a residential care facility within six weeks of settling
into his new home. That worry aside, Weedman concentrated
on meeting new friends and learning about Davenport. He set
out to establish the same sort of roots that nourished his
growth as an individual and community member in San Diego
for his first 33 years.
One of his and Patton's first efforts has been to join the
YMCA. "Not only does it allow me to focus on my health and
meet new people, but it's sentimental for us
because we met while working at the same
YMCA in San Diego," Weedman says.

a tale of two cities
In many ways, Weedman and Patton are
lucky. They both have found jobs they like,
the pay is comparable to or better than similar jobs in San Diego, and they work in the
same city. However, the job market of the
'80s and '90s has not been as kind to some dual-career couples, who feel fortunate just to have jobs on the same coast.
Mary Quinn, USD associate professor of English, lived in
Santa Barbara when she was offered a job at USD in 1984.
Eleven years later she still lives 225 miles north of her job in
San Diego.
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Actually, Quinn and her husband, Steven Allaback, own a
condominium in each city and take turns commuting on weekends. They consider Santa Barbara home, however, and that is
where holidays and family gatherings are enjoyed.
Quinn earned her postgraduate degree from the University of
California at Santa Barbara and knew entering the job market
would mean moving, at least partially, out of her hometown.
After eight years of marriage, she and Allaback, a professor of
English at UCSB, were prepared for a major lifestyle change.
"He's been (at UCSB) many years and has a tenured position," Quinn says. "For him to pull up stakes was not a reasonable thing to do. I could have stayed in Santa Barbara and
taught as a lecturer, which is a non-tenured position, but that's
not what I got a Ph.D. to do."
The strength to continue the commuter relationship after
more than a decade comes from a mutual respect for each other's
work, Quinn says. "Because my husband is an academic, he
understands the demands of that life. Plus we're in the same
field, so we have a real common interest in our work. We both
feel very lucky to have the jobs we do. I think that has made all
the difference," she says.
Quinn acknowledges that her lifestyle is stressful at times but
the rewards of a fulfilling career far outweigh occasional traffic
jams or the complications of maintaining two homes.
Because of an increasing recognition that each spouse should
be supported in pursuing rewarding and self-actualizing endeavors, situations like Quinn's are increasingly viable, Hendershott

when you move
Even experienced movers learn something each time they pack up
for a new city or state. USD Sociology Professor Anne Hendershott
has transferred with her husband as well as for her own career a
half dozen times, yet she says moving to a new community always
causes some anxiety.
The best remedy is joining a community organization or church
as soon as arriving, says Hendershott, whose study of corporate
moving trends, "Moving for Work," was recently published by
University Press of America. Becoming an active citizen in a new
town is important for children as well as adults, she adds. "It's the
fastest way to integrate into a new community."
Other experienced movers have found traveling light is the best
way to reduce stress when trying to settle into a new home. "Don't
save everything," says Carrie Ducharme, a USD senior who has
moved 11 times with her family.
Mark Weedman '83 started early and held several garage sales
to lighten his load of possessions accumulated during 33 years in
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reports. In fact, researchers estimate there are more than a million commuter marriages in the United States, she says.
"People who know us think it's so romantic," Quinn says.
"It's true we rarely disagree and we don't waste time picking or
doing the things people do when they're with each other all the
time. When we're together those two or three days each week,
we're really together."

when opportunity knacks
With an ever-changing job landscape, the American people will
continue to be a society of movers. Where opportunity knocks,
the workers will go. "Right now the economy is pushing so hard
that just to get a job, you almost have to move," Hendershott
says.
Like Mark Weedman, though, some movers will experience
intense apprehension about changing homes. The unsettling
feeling of leaving familiar surroundings and the possibility of
alienation in a new town is real and scary.
Weedman, Carrie Ducharme and Mary Quinn quickly found
that there is comfort in friendship and community involvement.
The moving experience became less formidable when they realized they were not alone in deciding to move and that their colleagues and new friends understood the emotions involved in
relocating. After all, most Americans will move at least once in
a lifetime, even if it is just across town.

one city. It was liberating to let go of some things, Weedman says
about his move last spring from San Diego to Davenport, Iowa.
Not all moves are planned months in advance, but if possible,
Weedman advises starting the process early. "I took a good three
months just to say goodbye," he says. "Time was really important; it
helped emotionally to deal with the reality of moving."
Don't forget to collect addresses before leaving, he adds.
To ease the transition from Southern California to the Midwest,
Weedman shipped his belongings and hopped on a bus for a leisurely
trip to Iowa. "Try to enjoy the trip aspect of moving by taking a bus
or driving," he suggests.
Once in town, Ducharme recommends finding doctors immediately, especially for children. Her family learned the importance
of knowing about local health services when one move-in day
Ducharme's sister fell and needed stitches. They had to scramble to
find a facility where she could be treated.
Finally, Weedman offers some words of wisdom that carried him
through the sometimes painful moving process. "Give yourself time
to cry over what you're letting go of, but know that it's always DK to
move on," he says.
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Note: Some vacancies still exist for class
chairs, co-chairs (for classes prior to 1971),
correspondents and co-correspondents (prel 971 classes). If there is a vacancy in your
class year and you want to volunteer, please
contact the Office of Alumni Relations at
(619) 260-4819.
Alumni Gallery notes received after the deadline will appear in a subsequent issue. If a
large number of timely items are submitted for
the fall issue, surplus notes may appear in the
winter edition. For classes with correspondents,
please send class news to your correspondent
rather than directly to the magazine.

1953
CLASS CHAIR:
Therese (Truitt) Whitcomb,
Honorary Chair

1954
CLASS CHAIR:
Katite (McGonigle) Murtha

1955
• 40-Year Reunion Celebration
Nov. 11, 1995

CLASS CORRESPONDENTS:
Chuck Hanlen
2956 Verda Avenue
Escondido, CA 92025
Pat Gannon Roberts
1426 Boyle Avenue
Escondido, CA 9202 7

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Class correspondent Chuck Hanlen writes:
"After driving through a major rainstorm in
San Diego, John Bowman and Kanne Evenson
met to plan our 35th reunion. They were aided
by Collaen O'Connor, A. Staige Davis, alumni
relations coordinator, and Amy Roediger,
annual funds director. Their discussions covered such items as attendance goals, the menu
for our private gathering, attire, music, a list
of memories for the reunion invitation, location, faculty/staff invitations, a class gift and
a schedule of communications. Everyone
involved is working to make this the best
reunion ever. If you wish to help, please contact John or Karene. Contact a classmate and
'Come on home in 1995.' With you there it
will be really grand."

19&1

19&4
CLASS CHAIR:
Noel Hall
CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
Delle Willett
2 7 5 3 Hille roft Drive
Chesterfield, MO 63005- 7007
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Anita Good Peterson is the senior librarian at
Richard J. Donovan Correctional Facility in
San Diego County. After graduating from
USD, Anita earned a master's degree in library
sciences from USC. She has been working in
libraries since high school and helped pay for
her USD education by working in the
libraries at the College for Men and the
College for Women. She currently is working
on a master's degree in public administration.
Anita is an active Sacred Heart alumna, and a
recent highlight of her involvement was a trip
with the alumnae to Japan, where she met the
empress of Japan.
GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI
Richard J. Neely (J.D.) returned to private
practice April 4 as a litigator with Hinchy,
Witte, Wood, Anderson & Hodges.

CLASS CHAIR:
Mary (Fiorino) Orradre

CLASS CHAIR:
Mary Scott

195&
CLASS CHAIRS:
Mary Ann (Daly) Kennedy and
James V. Freed, Honorary Chair
CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
Diane (Sinclair) Drew
2854 Creekside Road
Santa Rosa, CA 95405

1957
CLASS CHAIR:
Carol (Burke) Couture

CLASS CORRESPONDENTS:
Martha (Fiorino) Dowell
676 West Timberbranch Parkway
Alexandria, VA 22302-3614
Dennis Halloran
5023 Lilac Lane
Dallas, TX 75209

19&2
CLASS CHAIRS:
Janet (Halla) Trily and
Ned Wilson

19&3
1959
CLASS CHAIRS:
Angel (Kraemer) Kleinbub and
George Palma

19&0
-• 35-Year Reunion Celebration
Nov. 11, 1995
CLASS CHAIRS:
Karene (Lemke) Evenson and
John J. Bowman

CLASS CHAIRS:
Penny (Nutting) Guthrie and
Hank Acquarelli
CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
Martha (Spiers) Lepore
750 F Avenue
Coronado, CA 92118
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Fred Widmer is an agent for State Farm
Insurance in Vista, Calif. He and his wife,
Corrie, live in Fallbrook.

19&5
• 30-Year Reunion Celebration
Nov. 11, 1995
CLASS CHAIRS:
Maureen Buckley and
Dennis G. Wick
CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
Karen (Graham) Thielke
19518 14th NW
Seattle, WA 981 77
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Mary Williams Si:hallar sold her first book,
Fool's Paradise, under the pen name Tori
Phillips. The book will be published by
Harlequin Historicals in the spring of 1996.
At a recent conference sponsored by Georgia
Romance Writers in Atlanta, the book won
the 1994 Maggie Award for excellence in
romance writing.

19&'7
CLASS CHAIRS:
Donna (Trumble) McGill and
Paul Tuomainen
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19GB

1973
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Karl Eklund works for The Best Lock Corp.
in Northern California as a manufacturer
representative calling on architects and specification writers for new construction. He
married Mary Ethel Wright in 1974 and they
have two children: Larissa, 19, and Kristi, 17.
Ethel is a speech pathologist for the San Diego
Unified School District. She earned a master's
degree from SDSU and is currently attending
classes at USD.

CLASS CHAIRS:
Sandra (Kiszla) Chew and
Walter Johnston
CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
Moira Lees
11806 Gorham Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90049

19&9
CLASS CHADI:
Jan (Davidson) Tuomainen

1974
1970

CLASS CHADIS:
Victoria (Westervelt) Nasman and
Doug Robert

Cl 25-Year Reunion Celebration

Nov. 11, 1995

*> 2O-Year Reunion Celebration
Nov. 11, 1995

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Thomas Ballaparcha is an attorney and partner
with Hunt, Suedhoff, Borror & Eilbacher.
Thomas and his wife, Lacy, live in Fort Wayne,
Ind . ... Wilson Shephard retired in December
1993 from Solar Turbines Inc. in San Diego.
He and his wife, Lola, moved to Virginia in
September.

CLASS CHADI:
Dennis Blair
CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
William Uberti
5350 Satterfield Court
Woodbridge, VA 22193-3408

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

1971

Mary "Lisa" (Gorton) Minor and her husband,
Carl, have three boys: Christopher, 12,
Joshua, 11, and Alexander, 2. Lisa runs a
family day-care business in her Bloomington,
Ind., home so she can stay home with her
sons. She also coordinates a CHADD
(Children and Adults with Attention Deficit
Disorder) group in her town .

CLASS CHADI:
Steve Nasman
CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
Lawrence Pickard
1507 31st Street
Port Townsend, WA 98368

at a small K-12 school in a rural setting 25
miles from Port Townsend, Wash. He also is
the coordinator for the newly formed Jefferson
County CHADD (Children and Adults with
Attention Deficit Disorder) organization. Larry
writes that he has four children, all of whom
have been diagnosed with varying degrees of
attention deficit disorder (ADD), and that he
was diagnosed with it in March 1994. He
started his own consulting business concerning the disorder and is in the beginning stages
of writing a book about the ADD experiences
in his family. Larry notes that he would like
to get in touch with USD graduates living in
western Washington.
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1979
CLASS CHADI:
Kathy (George) Frisbie
CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
Dorothy Kettel-Kneski
296 Amesport Landing
Half Moon Bay, CA 94019

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Gail Morse (J .D . '82) was named partner with
the international law firm of McDermott, Will
& Emery on Jan. 1. Gail practices in the firm's
Chicago office and focuses on federal, state
and local tax law.

19&0
;//1,

15-Year Reunion Celebration
Nov. 11, 1995

CLASS CHADI:
Carrie (Galvin) Dern

197&

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Larry Pil:kard (M.Ed. '75) is a school counselor

I

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Jose Gamhoa is a social worker for the San
Ysidro (Calif.) School District. He has been
married to his wife, Dora, for eight years and
they have two sons: Joey, 6, and Andy, 3. Jose
is regional commissioner for the American
Youth Soccer Organization, Region 712, South
Bay, which has more than 1,300 boys and
girls participating .... Hugo Magallanes was
promoted to engineer of the San Diego Fire
Department .... Sue Winters is educational
program director for Valley Oaks School in
Turlock, Calif.

1975

CLASS CHADIS:
Rosemary (Masterson) Johnston and
G. Vincent Reardon Jr.
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197&
CLASS CHADI:
Stephen L. Plourd
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CLASS CHADIS:
Maureen Phalen and
Michael Liuzzi

1977
CLASS CHADI:
Donald J. Altomonte
CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
Michael Aeling
48 Darlene Street
St. Paul, MN 55119-4908

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Stephan Bainton and his wife, Rita, have two
children: Christina, 10, and James, 6. Stephen
is vice president of marketing for Continental
Can Co. in Norwalk, Conn .... Gregory Bullian
is vice president of finance for Bank of
America in San Francisco.... Barbara (Fail]
O'Brien is vice president for patient care services at Seton Medical Center in Daly City,
Calif. She and her husband, Robert, live in
Piedmont.

19&1
CLASS CHAIR:
Hugh Swift
CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
Lisa Sill
11648 Mayfield Avenue, #202
Los Angeles, CA 90049
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
David Finn lives in Dallas and is a felony
criminal prosecutor for the district attorney's
office in Tarrant County, Texas .... LunHa
Kraus and her husband, Bob Hollingshead,
have gone into the innkeeping business with a
guest house in Sedona, Ariz., called Heaven's
Already Here .... Caral (DiStalanu) Malatich
moved in 1983 to North Carolina, where
she is a payroll accountant for the Pinehurst
Surgical Clinic. She and her husband, John,
have two children: Stephanie, born on Sept.
27, 1989, and Nicholas, born on Feb. 24, 1992.

19&2
CLASS CHAIR:
Lupe Samaniego-Kraus
CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
Denise Bailey-Jackson
235 West 56th Street, #39-H
New York, NY 10019
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Kerry Bamslay is a staff attorney for the New

Hampshire Office of Child Support. He lives
in Penacook, N.H., with his wife, Leslie, and
children, Kelton and Shannon. Kerry is a major
in the U .S. Marine Corps Reserve and vice
president of public relations for the Concord
Toastmasters of Toastmasters International.
He writes: "When I am not busy with one
of the above, I am playing chess by e-mail or
'surfing the Net."'

self-employed artist in San Diego .... Jaffray
Wydra and Suzie (Graca) Wydra 'B5 celebrate
their 10th wedding anniversary on June 15.
Jeff earned a J.D. degree from Cal Western in
1986 and is in-house counsel for National
Dental Health in San Diego. Suzie is opening
a preschool. The couple have two children:
Jeffrey, 6, and Jaclyn, 3 .

family lives in Phoenix, where Randy is sports
news editor for The Arizona Republic . ...
Michaal Mdntyra (J.D. '88) was assigned to
the Air Force Appellate Defense Division in
August. He lives in Alexandria, Va . ... Duh
SiHun is a district business manager for
Bristol-Myers Squibb Co. He and his wife,
Julie, live in Mission Viejo, Calif.

19&4

19&&

CLASS CHAIR:
Tim Huckaby

CLASS CHAIR:
Edward M. Aloe

CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
Norma Samaniego
489 Pescado Place
Encinitas, CA 92024

CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
Shannon Smith
1602-1/2 The Strand
Hermosa Beach, CA 90254

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Jusaph Connally and his wife, Donna, bought
a new house in East Bridgewater, Mass.,
in September. Joseph is in municipal sales
with Merrill Lynch .... Cindy Fuller is sales
manager for Marriott at the French Embassy
in Washington, D .C . Marriott provides the
catering services for charity, business and
social events held at the embassy. Before
joining the Marriott, Cindy was a political
appointee at the U.S. Department of Education
during the Reagan and Bush administrations.
She was married in July 1991 at Founders
Chapel and lives in Alexandria, Va., with her
husband, Doug.... Shari Hirsch is western
regional sales manager of Mountain Network
Solutions in Scotts Valley, Calif.... Navy Lt.
Tummia L. Jennings recently reported for duty
with Fleet Activities at the naval base in
Yokosuka, Japan . ... Fernanda Valazquez is
director of operations for Goodyear and lives
in Bonita, Calif.

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Edward DauBI' is a broker and sales manager

19&5
• 10-Yaar Rauniun Calahratiun
Nuv. 11, 1995

19&3
CLASS CHAIR:
Chris Pascale

CLASS CHAIR:
Maggie Keller Hawblitzel

CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
Terri (Gainey) Alford
3742 Lone Mesa Drive
Las Vegas, NV 89117

CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
Katie (O'Rourke) Delano
425 Yale Avenue
Coalinga, CA 93210

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
JaU llildahrandt earned a master's degree from
DePaul University in May 1993. Jeff lives in
Flagstaff, Ariz., and he began teaching a computer-based curriculum at Grand Canyon High
School in September .... Luis Pni:iada is a

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Alfunsa A1aran is a resident of orthopedics in
the U.S. Army. He lives in El Paso, Texas,
and says he will complete his residency in
1998 .... Randy Bridday and his wife, Tina,
have two children, Megan and Caitlin. The

for Kenlo Sales Inc. in Renton, Wash., and an
aviator for the Army Reserves. He and his
wife, Elizahath (Bartall) DaUBI', have a daughter, Emily, born on Oct. 28, 1993 .... Ranald
Knnnpasky is national account manager for
Anixter in Rosemont, lll. He and his wife,
Sandra, were married on Sept. 16, 1989, at
Founders Chapel and they moved to Chicago
in 1990. They have two daughters: Kathryn,
born on April 2, 1992, and Sophie, born on
Sept. 29. Ron and Christaphar Kitzman 'B7
discovered they both worked at Anixter when
they showed up to play in their first basketball
game for Anixter's corporate team. Ron and
Chris played on the same intramural team at
USD . ... Mallia Malana-Gadya and her husband, Phillip, own Diamond Valley Ostriches,
an ostrich ranch in Victoria, Australia. Mollie
was director of international operations for
Koala Blue Inc. from 1986 to 1990, when
she and Phillip were married. They have a
daughter, Katie-Anne, who is 1 year old. ...
Tani O'Dunnall is director of curriculum at
Creative Instructional in Daly City, Calif....
Daman Smith is a physician and assistant professor at UCSD Medical Center. He and his
wife, Linda, live in Pacific Beach with their
new baby, Dylan Austin.

GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI
Richard Dann (J.D.) is a partner in the Los
Angeles office of Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher.
Richard specializes in business litigation with
an emphasis on insurance and reinsurance
matters.
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CLASS CHAIR:
Philip Welp

CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
Niamh Foley-Homan
1621 Andora Drive
Carson City, NV 89703

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Eric Bannatt and his wife, Lari (Margan)
Bannatt, have two children, Easton and Haley,
and they live in Portland, Ore. Eric is a teacher
in the Portland Public School District....
Michaal Bisch is a credit officer for Hypobank
International S.A. in Luxembourg.... Mark
Fanidc is a buyer for Price Costco in San
Diego .... Miriam Galla! is a partner and vice
president for public relations at Prime
Advertising Corp. in Guam . ... Michaal Histan
is a project manager for Mitchell International
in Chicago. After graduating from USD,
he earned an M.B.A. degree from Loyola
University of Chicago .... Eduardo Jaramillo
and his wife, Wanda, are transferring from
Athens, Ga., to San Diego. Eduardo will serve
as a supply officer for the USS Rushmore.
... Dana (Murray) Kruagar and her husband,
Kurt, live in Oxnard, Calif. ... Laa LaGata is a
project manager at the Galbreth Co., a San
Francisco-based real estate development company .... Bath Taskar is a customer service
supervisor for Cellular One in South San
Francisco•..• Marc Thiahach (M.A. '87) is a
teacher and athletic director for Good Shepherd
School in San Diego.

associate with Booz, Allen & Hamilton. He
and his wife, Stefanie, live in Irvine, Calif... .
Jamas Kyla is a senior financial analyst with
Intel Corp. in Santa Clara, Calif. After graduating from USD, James earned an M.B.A .
degree from U .C. Davis.... Navy Lt. Emmanual
Maghirang recently received the Navy commendation medal for meritorious service as
a machinery division officer at Surface Warfare
Officers School Command in Newport, R.I.
... Scutt Muray is a manager at Kenneth
Leventhel & Co., a consulting firm. He and
his wife, Francina [Stahly) Muray '87 (M.Ed.
'89), live in Aliso Viejo, Calif.... Starling
"Drew" Palasa earned an M.B.A. degree from
Pepperdine University and is a district manager
for Carl Karcher Enterprises. He lives in
Balboa, Calif.... Alica Furay Vissar and her
husband, Jeroen, moved from Arnhem, the
Netherlands, to Stockholm, Sweden, in 1994.
Alice is studying in a graduate program at
Stockholm University and teaching English.

CLASS CORRESPONDENT:

GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI
Patricia M. Bailay (J.D.) was awarded a

April (Flores) Goodjohn
926 Agate Street
San Diego, CA 92109

Fulbright grant to pursue a doctorate of law in
international law at the European University
Institute in Florence, Italy. After graduation,
Patricia practiced with Parkinson, Wolf & Leo
in Los Angeles and Miller, Monson & Peshel
in San Diego. In 1993, she earned a master of
laws degree in European community business
law from the University of Amsterdam, then
joined Cabinet Poitrinal in Paris, where she
specializes in international business ventures.

19&9
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CLASS CHAIR:

CLASS CHAIR:

Tom Gorman

Jacki (Cepe) Lake

CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
CLASS CORRESPONDENT:

Colleen Blackmore
6910 Blue Orchid Lane
Carlsbad, CA 92009

Joannie (Santoni) Mcloughlin
11454 Eastridge Place
San Diego, CA 92131

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Gil Anspachar is a volunteer coordinator of
the Willamette Science & Technology Center
and a political activist involved in environmental and social issues in Oregon. During
the spring of 1993, he sailed around the world
aboard the SS Universe, coordinating field
programs. During the spring of 1994, he was
a marine biology instructor in Class Afloat, a
ship for high school students in the South
Pacific. Gil was an instructor for the Outward
Bound program during the summers of 1992
through 1994 . ... Scutt Huddabarry is a senior
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UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Stava Harman earned a graduate degree in
urban planning from UCLA in June 1994.
He and his wife, Danialla [Pruniar) Harman,
were married in June 1993 and they live
in Los Angeles. Danielle is a manager for
Starbucks Coffee. Steve writes: "Danielle
and I plan to live in Ecuador for a year on a
Fulbright scholarship - if all goes as planned.
If not, we'll keep slaving away in Los Angeles."
... Erin Hurlay is director of public relations
for the Marin Opera. She lives in San Rafael,
Calif., and is in her first year at San Francisco
Law School. ... Navy Lt. Nancy Nadaau
recently was promoted to her present rank

while serving with Carrier Airborne Early
Warning Squadron 122 in Norfolk, Va.

GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI
Mark Dundaa (LL.M.) sold a book on retirement benefits to Panel Publishing. The 500page legal treatise will be released nationally.
Mark was appointed by California Gov. Pete
Wilson to serve as a state commissioner on
the Economic Development Council and was
one of the 1994 recipients of the Leadership
Los Angeles fellowships sponsored by the Los
Angeles Business Council.

1990
f,

Five-Year Reunion Celebration
Nav. 11, 1995

CLASS CHAIR:
Estela Lopez

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Jim Albritton (M.Ed. '92) is an account
executive for Interactive Network in Belmont,
Calif. ... After graduating from USD, Michaal
Brille earned a J .D. degree from Yale
University. He and his wife, Ana, live in Las
Vegas, where he is an attorney . ••. Richard
Hall and Kimberly [Jimanaz) Hall live in Marina
del Rey, Calif. Richard is a first-year resident
at Cedars-Sinai Medical Center in Los Angeles
and Kimberly is a registered nurse and nurse
coordinator at Children's Hospital, Los
Angeles .••• Carl SbuTett (J.D. '93) had his
first two trials as an attorney this year, and he
won both .... Richard Wagner is an associate
with the law firm of Madden, Jones & Cole in
Long Beach, Calif.

GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI
Mark A. LaBalla (J.D.) opened the law firm of
LoBello & LoBello with his brother, Charles,
in 1994. Mark and his wife, Barbara, recently
celebrated their 10-year anniversary and the
birth of a son, Michael, who joins older sister
Genessa. He writes: "Hope to see you all at
the reunion in November." ..• Marcia VanagasGarcia (M.Ed.) is a teacher on loan to the San
Diego Area Writing Project for three years.

ALUMNI
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CLASS CHAIR:

CLASS CHAIR:

Al lngallinera

Greg Weaver

CLASS CORRESPONDENT:

CLASS CORRESPONDENT:

Glenn Hickok
2221 Princeton
St. Paul, MN 55105

Charlie Bush
6379 Caminito Luisito
San Diego, CA 92110

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Vincanl Bianchi is manager of Bianchi's Pizza
Restaurant in Tucson, Ariz .... Gwan Braman
is a senior accountant with La Costa Products
International in Carlsbad, Calif.... Thomas
Brailling lives in Las Vegas, where he owns
and operates a travel company, Las Vegas
Reservation Systems .... Navy Lt. Cmdr.
Malissa CliHard recently reported for duty at
the naval hospital in Twentynine Palms, Calif.
... Brenden Griffin (J.D. '94) is a clerk for the
Appellate Court of Illinois. He and his wife,
Katie, were married on March 5, 1994 ...•
Michalla (Somma) Hadiald teaches night
business and computer classes at a San Diego
vocational college. She writes that she has
been married for two years and has a 1-yearold son .... Haathar Ludwig is an assistant
account executive for Bozell Worldwide Inc.
in Seattle .•.• Jason Marris is an associate of
the law firm of Killian, Nicholas, Fischer,
Wirken, Cook & Pew in Mesa, Ariz. Jason
graduated from the University of Arizona
College of Law in 1994 .... Davin Samaha
lives in Irvine, Calif., and is a sales representative for Waxie .... Brian Skibhy lives in
Los Angeles and is a second-year student at
Southwestern University School of Law.

GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI
Navy Lt. Patrick J. Hannifin (M.A.) recently
was designated a naval aviator when he was
presented with the Wings of Gold. The presentation marked the culmination of months
of flight training with Training Squadron 21
in Kingsville, Texas .... Randy Lasar (M.B.A.)
was promoted to senior analyst in the pricing
and yield management department of American
Airlines. Randy lives in Irvine, Texas.
... Sonya (Vitali) Porth (M.B.A. ) is chief operating officer of Photon Research Associates
Inc. in La Jolla, Calif. She and her husband,
Edward, live in San Diego.... Cyndia Wilson
(M.Ed.) is a teacher in San Diego.

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Class correspondent Charlie Bush writes: "I'm
back in San Diego and still schlepping rug for
Tuftex Industries. Please drop me a line and
let me know what is going on in your life."
... Navy Lt. j.g. Andrew Badingar is aboard
the guided missile frigate USS Robert G.
Bradley on a six-month deployment to the
Adriatic and Mediterranean seas . ... Jannifar
Cartar teaches sixth grade in Fontana, Calif.,
and is living with three other USD alumni.
She also is pursuing a master' s degree in education .•.. Thomas Crana is a professional soccer player with the Las Vegas Dust Devils.
The team won the CISL championship in
1994 ..•. Him Huang Da is a law student in
Seattle. Last summer, Kim was an intern at
the Washington, D.C., office of the Securities
and Exchange Commission and represented a
law firm in Vietnam.... Jamia Fawrita teaches
math at a San Diego junior high school. ...
Lara Furar returned from Japan, where she
taught junior high English. She is moving to
Washington, D.C., to study international
politics at American University•••• Brad Garbal
graduated from SDSU with a master's degree
in accountancy. He is a tax specialist for
KPMG Peat Marwick in Long Beach, Calif.
... Ross Goodman is studying for a law degree
in Tulsa, Okla • ..• ILK. Harvay returned to the
United States in September after traveling
through Southeast Asia for 11 months. K.K.
is now assistant to the president of Rocky
Mountain Provisions in Denver..•. Danna
Laughrin (M.Ed. '93) is working toward a
doctorate in psychology at Lehigh University
in Bethlehem, Pa. She also is a graduate assistant/peer tutoring coordinator at the university.
... Gragary Lihlry is a property manager for Wall
Street Property Co. in La Jolla, Calif. He and
his wife, TariAnna (Carpantar) Lihlry ('92
Teaching Credential), live in San Diego ....
Anna Lavaland is executive projects coordinator for MCEG Sterling Inc. in Los Angeles ....
Eric Magnuson works in the marketing and
promotions department for Cal Sports in San
Diego • ... Bruca Maxon is a sales representative
for Physical Optics Corp. in Torrance, Calif.
... Dave Minck is working in Newport Beach,
Calif. ... Christina Morvillo is studying for a

master's degree in public health at the
University of Houston .... Natalia Namallini is
a real estate appraiser with Union Safe Deposit
Bank in Stockton, Calif.... Christy Palacak
works for Montgomery Ward as a regional
trainer for new employees in San Diego . ...
Jason Paarsan lives in Burlingame, Calif.,
and is a legal transfers specialist for Franklin
Templeton.... Patricia Rasangarlan is marketing programs coordinator for Destination
Hotels & Resorts in Englewood, Colo. Patricia
manages all direct marketing and advertising
programs for 19 hotel/resort/condo properties
nationwide •.•• Navy Lt. j.g. Jahn Sipas
recently reported for duty with Helicopter
Combat Support Squadron Three at NAS
North Island in Coronado, Calif. ... Sarla
(Eda) Stalasz is scheduling assistant to the
president of Bryant College. Serie and her
husband, Joseph, live in Glendale, R .l . ...
Michalla Tarulla teaches English at St. John
Bosco High School. ... Thomas Tischar is
staff manager at the law offices of Klinedinst,
Fliehman, McKillop & Jones in San Diego.
He and Calumha Vargas were married on
July 30 at Founders Chapel. Columba is a
financial aid counselor at UCSD .... Gina
Trausch works for a public relations firm in
Boston .... Mary Vandarzial is studying for a
master's degree in international politics at
American University in Washington, D.C ....
Wandy Warran is pursuing a graduate degree
in physical therapy at Northern Arizona
University.

GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI
Bath Fallon (M.A.) is a congressional liaison
officer in Tempe, Ariz., for the Federal
Emergency Management Agency ...• JamH
Trauscht (M.B.A.) is a project engineer for
Illinois Tool Works in Frankfort, Ill.

:l.&&3
CLASS CHAIR:
Houssam Aboukhater

CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
Hays Fraim
87 Princeville Lane
Las Vegas, NV 89113

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Jamas Abbot is a trader for Salomon Brothers
in Los Angeles. He plans to begin working on
an M.B.A. degree this year .... Barbara Allan
teaches English at public schools in Japan. She
writes that she spent three weeks in China
during the Christmas holiday .... Navy Ensign
Jaffray Borja returned from a six-month
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deployment aboard the guided missile frigate
Crommelin. During the 50,000-mile deployment, Jeffrey visited Guam, Japan, South
Korea, Thailand, Singapore, Malaysia and
Hong Kong •... Jennifer Casa is a recruiting
assistant with The Systems Group in Dallas.
... Mika Daly is an account executive for United
Airlines in New York. He writes: "I was a
sales manager for the New York Mets baseball
team but was laid off because of the players'
strike. I also manage two rock bands in New
York City." ... James Dabsan lives in San
Diego and is an insurance sales agent for the
Auto Club of Southern California • .•. Marine
1st Lt. Arthur Elafanla was promoted recently
to his present rank while serving with Marine
Air Support Squadron Three, Third Marine
Aircraft Wing, at Camp Pendleton, Calif....
Heidi Ellis is a substitute teacher and is pursuing a master's degree in speech/language
pathology at SDSU. She says she hopes to
work with adults in a hospital setting.
... Michael Ferrari is a strategic account manager and assistant regional sales manager for
Soft View California Inc. in Carson, Calif. ...
Paul Galvazan is a professional soccer player
with the San Diego Sockers . ... Lisa [Taula)
Grear is a customer relations assistant for Reef
Brazil. She and her husband, Nail Grear '92,
live in Chula Vista, Calif. Neil is pursuing a
master's degree in international business at
SDSU. Lisa writes: "As newlyweds, we're
enjoying life. We are working full-time and
saving for our future. Someday we hope to
own our own business." ... Mandy Jahnslan
lives in San Francisco and is working toward
a teaching credential and master's degree in
elementary education at the University of San
Francisco . ... Jennifer (Partin) Kalley and her
husband, Tom, live in San Marcos, Calif. ,
where Jennifer is the sales manager for the
college division at Greenhaven Press. She also
is pursuing a master's degree in rhetoric and
writing at SDSU .... Maria Lippi is nearing
completion of a teaching credential and a
master's degree in teaching at Chamanade
University in Hawaii. During the day, she
teaches a combined second- and third-grade
class at Assets School for gifted, dyslexic and
gifted/dyslexic children .... Liasl (Jahnsan)
Maslra is a pre-surgical counselor at the Center
for Women's Medicine in San Diego .... Tam
Murphy was promoted recently at Kraft
General Foods in San Leandro, Calif. ...
Marine 2nd Lt. ScaH W. Muryasz recently
graduated from The Basic School at Marine
Corps Combat Development Command in
Quantico, Va. The course prepares newly
commissioned officers for assignment to the
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Fleet Marine Force .... Susan O'Danaghua
is an animal trainer with Rare and Wild
Presentations in San Diego .... Alex Straicak
lives in British Columbia, Canada, and is controller with Top Notch Granite & Marble Co.
. .. Daug Wast lives in Laguna Niguel, Calif.,
and is a graduate student at UCSD .... Paler
While is a receptionist and cashier at The
Four Seasons Hotel in Newport Beach, Calif.

GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI
Mark Mural (M.B.A.) is materials manager
for Newell Home Hardware/System Works in
Vista, Calif.

CLASS CHAIR:
Tom Vertetis
CLASS CORRESPONDENT:
Lauren Riaski
5401 East Nassau Circle
Englewood, CO 80110
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Greg BaHinalli is a marketing analyst for the
Santa Anita Racetrack in the Los Angeles
area . ... Michael Bruackal is an underwriter
for Health Net in Calabasas, Calif.... Daryl
Carrea is an account executive for Software
Solutions in San Francisco .... Mark Daquipa
is an associate scientist for Quidell Inc. in San
Diego.... Elizabeth Banse is a kindergarten
teacher in the San Francisco Bay area. She
plans to enter a master's program in education
psychology in the fall .... Navy Ensign Jessa
Gobeli recently graduated from Officer
Candidate School at Naval Aviation Schools
Command in Pensacola, Fla., and was commissioned to his present rank .... MaH Heinze
recently returned from a five-month tour of
Europe and has relocated to San Francisco....
Rian Kirkman works in marketing development
for SGRO Promotions in San Francisco....
Jenny Martin is a physical therapy aide in
Denver .... Hrislaan McPherson is a marketing
assistant with W.S. Griffith in San Diego ....
Bath Mitchell is an intern at the Consulate
General in Diisseldorf, Germany. She writes
about a recent USD experience she had overseas: "It was the night of Nov. 9 and I decided
to switch on the television to the NBC superchannel and get my fill of American 'culture.'
'The Tonight Show' was on and Jay Leno was
in the audience asking people to confess their
deep, dark secrets. I spotted in the corner a
girl wearing a sweatshirt with the letters SD.
I thought to myself, 'I wonder if she is from
USD. Now wouldn't that make it a small

world?' I began to scout the small section of
audience around Mr. Leno as he moved down
to the next person. I thought I saw a man
who worked in USD catering and in the U.C.
How funny it would be if this particular show
was the one with students from USD. I knew
it was around this time of year when AS Social
makes its yearly pilgrimage to the taping.
Behind the man I recognized was a girl with
University of S... I couldn't read it. Behind
her sat another girl wearing a sweatshirt with
the USD crest. Then the cameras began to
scan the audience as Mr. Leno walked toward
the stage. Sure enough, there in the audience
sat students from USD. Some of them were
wearing USD shirts and sweatshirts, some I
recognized from walking down Marian Way
for four years. It was exciting to think that
even though I was five or six thousand miles
away, I couldn't have felt closer, as if I were
there myself. (I had made the trip myself once
before.) To confirm what my eyes had seen,
Jay Leno mentioned the school's name on the
show. It made my whole night! I guess it goes
to show that no matter how far away you
think you are, you're never too far away from
home." ... Mark ScaUa was promoted to sales
manager at The Stratford Inn in Del Mar,
Calif.... Navy Ensigns Kavin Schultz, Carias
Montanez and Donald Jankins graduated from
Navy Nuclear Power School in Orlando, Fla.
Kevin is continuing his training at the Nuclear
Power Training Unit in Charleston, S.C.
Carlos and Don will continue their training at
the Nuclear Power Training Unit in Balston
Spa, N.Y. Kevin writes: "It's kind of weird
that when you are in college, you have all the
spare time in the world to do everything you
want to do, but you don't have the paycheck
to support it. Then after graduation, you have
the paycheck to do everything you want to
do, but you don't have the time to do it.
Methinks something's wrong with that! I
would almost rather face the poor finances
and go back to having the free time. I miss
USD.'' ... Navy Ensign Michael Shultz recently
graduated from Officer Candidate School at
Naval Aviation Schools Command in Pensacola,
Fla., and was commissioned to his present
rank .... MaH Simans works for Manufacturers
Bank in San Diego .... Jack Singer is a marketing manager and sales consultant for AT & T
in San Diego . ... Ryan Slaw is a territory manager for Kelley Clarke in San Diego.

GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI
Navy Lt. Mary Brawn (M.S.N.) is a nurse
practitioner at the naval hospital in
Jacksonville, Fla .... Glaria McWhirlar-Raad

1AL O MN 1 1, l,iiliil'i
(M.S.N.) is teaching at Sentara Norfolk
General School of Nursing in Norfolk, Va ....
Antonia Madina (M.Ed.) is working toward a
Ph.D. in counselor education at the University
of Nevada in Reno . ... Susan Mitchall (Ph.D.)
is associate director of university residential
education at SDSU. Her dissertation,
"Creating Campus Climates That are Free
From Sexual Harassment: Implications for
Leaders in Higher Education," was awarded
the Melvene D . Hardy Dissertation of the
Year Award by the National Association of
Student Personnel Administrators .... Mathias
Samual (J.D.) is an associate in the Houston
office of Fulbright & Jaworski. Mathias works
in the intellectual property and technology
department . ... Craig Zaller (M.B.A. ) is an
attorney with Danoff & King in Towson, Md.

MARRIAGES
Please note that USO Magazine does not print
engagement information. While alumni are
u rged to send information about their marriages , due to space considerations, w edding
photographs are no longer being published.

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Christaphar Rada '74 (M.B.A. '78) married
Dawn Dryden on Sept. 18 at the Villa
Academy Chapel. Christopher is executive
director of Seattle Center Foundation in
Seattle .... Raymund Jacabsan '83 married
Lorah Dulisse on Aug. 20 at Founders
Chapel. Raymond is a physician at the UCI
Medical Center in Orange, Calif. ... Kathy OHa
'83 married Bill Boggs on Jan. 28 at Founders
Chapel. Kathy is an attorney in San Diego ....
Frank Bugalli '84 and Nii:ala Pisi:ulli 'BB were
married on June 25, 1994, at Founders
Chapel. Frank, a lieutenant commander in the
Navy, is flying the P-3 Orion at NAS Barbers
Point and Nicola is a second-year medical student at the University of Hawaii . ... MaHhaw
Cardava '84 married Lorrie Diaz on Aug. 20
at Guardian Angel Cathedral in Las Vegas.
The couple honeymooned on Maui in Hawaii.
Matthew is the purchasing manager for
Cordova Bolt Inc. in Buena Park, Calif. ...
Maagan Wahman '84 and John Hamilton
were wed on May 22, 1994. The couple live
in Palos Verdes Estates, Calif., where Meegan
owns a fashion jewelry company.... Rabart
IJidury 'BB and his wife, Tracey, were married
on May 14, 1994. Robert is a senior account
executive at New Boston Select Group. The
couple live in Londonderry, N.H . ... Esther

Guarrera 'BB married John Camacho on Aug.
20. They live in Dededo, Guam, where
Esther is a social worker in the Guam Public
School System .... Gragary Fishar '87 and
Amy Potter were married on Jan. 29, 1994.
Greg is a real estate appraiser and owner of
San Diego Appraisal Group in Cardiff, Calif.
... Karan Rivara '87 and Steven Wise were
wed on Jan. 14 at Founders Chapel. Karen
works at the San Diego Career Center....
Sharan Stagmullar '87 married Marc Sievers
on Aug. 20. Sharon is senior account manager
at Aetna Health Plans in San Francisco. She
and Marc live in Walnut Creek, Calif....
Elizabath Hambraak 'BB and Greg Garner were
married in May 1994 and live in Westminster,
Colo. Elizabeth is pursuing a Ph.D. in agricultural economics at Colorado State University.
... Amy MdlaviH 'BB and Brian Earley were
wed on Oct. 15 in Burlingame, Calif. Amy is
a sales representative for Commonwealth Land
Title in Millbrae, Calif.... NanaHa Parry 'BB
married Gary Bamesberger on Nov. 12 in
Kirkland, Wash .... Linn Bakins '89 and Scott
Harris were married on Sept. 10 at the
University of British Columbia in Vancouver.
Linn earned a master's degree in English literature from the University of British
Columbia and is now a doctoral student in
education at the University of Utah. The couple live in Salt Lake City.... Manii:a Farrast
'89 and D.J. Wissuchek were married Aug.
13 in Santa Barbara, Calif. Monica is a
teacher at the St. Raphael School in Santa
Barbara .... Gragary Fram:uz '89 (M.B.A. '94)
and Diana Roman-Bisson were wed in June in
Puerto Rico. The couple moved to Miami,
where Gregory is pursuing a master's degree
in accounting at the University of Miami....
Lani:a Massay '89 and Julie Johnson were
wed on Jan. 22, 1994. Lance is a naval flight
officer at NAS North Island in Coronado,
Calif.... Mary Allan '90 married Dewey
Altenhofen on July 30. The couple live in
Long Beach, Calif., and Mary is spinal coordinator at Fullerton Orthopaedics .... Mag
Edmunds '90 married Scott Loitz on Aug. 13.
Meg graduates from Valparaiso University
School of Law in May and is joining the firm
of Blachly, Tabor, Bozik & Hartman in
Valparaiso, Ind .... Malissa Lastar '90 and
Timothy Collins were married on Aug. 13 in
Long Beach, Calif. The couple live in Irvine,
Calif., and Melissa is a compliance analyst
with Pacificare .... Bab Tasker '90 married
Kendra Miller on April 29, 1994, in
Bakersfield, Calif. ... Jannifer Bamguignan
'91 and Lani:a Blaunt '91 were married on May
7, 1994. Jennifer is a teacher in the Saddleback

Valley Unified School District and Lance
works at Balboa Capital, a leasing company.
The couple live in Laguna Hills, Calif.... Jack
Carlson '91 and Cheryl Dowell were married
on Feb. 11 at Founders Chapel. The couple
live in Omaha, Neb., where Jack is a medical
student at Creighton University .... Tricia
Giacomini '91 married Derek Downey on Aug.
13 and the couple live in Solana Beach, Calif.
Tricia is working toward a master's degree
in international business at USO .... Sara
IOaakamp '91 married Alfredo Robles on
Sept. 10 at Founders Chapel. The couple live
in San Diego, where Sara is a customer service
manager for Airtouch Cellular.... Kai:ay Pian:a
'91 and Raymund Smith '90 were married on
Aug. 6 in Seattle. Kacey is a teacher at St.
Patrick's School in North Hollywood, Calif.
... Marni Bray '92 married Angala Lambarda
'89 on April 30, 1994, at Founders Chapel
and the couple live in Huntington Beach, Calif.
Marni works for Wells Fargo Bank and Angelo
works for Arco Products Co .... Sandra Enas
'92 married Brian Lieberg on May 21, 1994,
in St. Joseph, Mich. The couple honeymooned
in Negri!, Jamaica, and now live in Benton
Harbor, Mich. Sandra is a sales representative
for the Leco Corp . ... Lynda Janas '92 married
Cedric Tealer on Jan. 7 in Austin, Texas.
Lynda graduates from the University of Texas
Law School in May .... Kimbarlaa Moravick
'92 married Robert Spivey on Nov. 12 at St.
Thomas Aquinas in Palo Alto, Calif. Kimberlee
works for Intermag Inc. and is studying
Chinese.... Stava Calvaa '93 and Stephanie
Williams were married recently at Founders
Chapel .... Jamas Francisca '93 and Chantal
Lalulippa '93 were wed in April 1994 and they
live in Palm Springs, Calif.... Sara Catharina
Safka '93 married Steve Whitney on Dec. 31.
Sara is a counselor for New Alternatives
Child Care. The couple plan to move to Seattle
in 1996 .... Linsay Walton '94 and Shaana
Faast '94 were married on Dec. 26. Sheena
works in the corporate communications
department at Body Wise International in
Carlsbad, Calif. Linsey is the customer
automation coordinator for United Parcel
Service in San Diego.

GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI
Martin Kavalsky '92 (J.D.) and his wife,
Myriam, were married on Oct. 9. Marty works
with his brother, Rabarl Kavalsky 'BB (J.D.)
at Kovalsky and Associates in Encinitas, Calif.
... David Winsby '92 (M.B.A.) married Melissa
Rice on Oct. 16, 1993. David is manager of
financial planning and an analyst for United
Technologies-CSD .... Thomas Malito '94
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(M.Ed.) married Kate Masaschi recently.
Thomas is a fifth-grade teacher for Baltimore
(Md.) County Schools.

BIRTHS
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Karan (Maara) Marris '83 and Hobart Marris
'83 welcomed their fourth daughter, Kerry
Michelle, on Nov. 28. She joins sisters Katie,
6, Kelsey, 4, and Tracey, 3 . The fami ly lives
in Laguna Niguel, Calif.... Paul Guay '84 and
his wife, Cindy, celebrated the birth of twins,
Alec Michael and Carrie Rose, on Dec. 9. Paul
is a sales manager for Deluxe Corp. and the
family lives in Ballwin, Mo.... Mark Staffen
'85 and his wife, Gina, announced the birth
of a son, Bradley, on Oct. 20. After graduating
from USD, Mark became a special agent for
the FBI in Florida. He is now flying fo r
United Parcel Service into countries such as
Germany, England, Japan and across the
United States. Mark and G ina, who were married on Jan. 29, 1994, live in Louisville, Ky.
... Christina (Carathers) Chittick '86 and her
husband, David, send news of a son,
Benjamin, born on July 23. C hristine is a
cla ims supervisor for Farmers Insurance and
the family lives in San Diego. ... Saan
Cunnaan '86 and his wife Ursula (Jaahn)
Cunnaan '86 celebrated the birth of Regan
Michael on Oct. I 7. Sean is a captain and a
pilot in the U.S. Air Force and the family
lives in Tacoma, Wash . ... Susan (Lindhorst)
McMahon '86 and her husband Pata McMahon
'87 welcomed a son, Matthew, on Aug. 19.
Susan teaches first grade in La Mesa, Calif.,
and Pete is a trainer for the USD ath letic
department .... Jahn Marris '86 and his wife,
Danielle, announced the birth of a daughter,
Ca rly Elizabeth, on May 8, 1994. Carly joins
older sister Brittany. John is in the fifth and
final year of his residency training in orthopedic surgery at USC County H ospital and the
Morris family lives in Sea l Beach, Calif....
Jahn Slaugh! '86 and his wife, Robin, welcomed
a daughter, Paige Warner, on Nov. 21. John
is in sales and marketing with Fujisawa USA
Inc., a pharmaceutical company. The Slaught
family lives in South Pasadena, Calif....
Mauraan (PhilpaH) Webster '86 and her husband, Ken, celebrated the birth of a son, Daniel
Lee, on Sept. 10, 1993. The family lives in
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La Mesa, Calif. , and Maureen works for
Farmers Insurance .... Linda (Ritchhart)
Wimer '86 and her husband, Doug, send news
of a daughter, Victoria, born on July 25. Linda
and Doug live in Fort Collins, Colo., where
Linda is a buyer for Hewlett-Packard .... Marie
(Dubreuil) Gamerdingar '87 and her husband,
Peter, celebrated the birth of a son, Peter
William, on Oct. 16. The family lives in
Carmel, Calif. ... Kim (Pace) Snarsky '87 and
Mike Snarsky '86 send news of a daughter,
Molly, born on July 14. Molly joins siblings
Laura, 6, Jake, 4, and Derek, 1. The Snorskys
live in Seattle . .•. Mary Jana Kaplan-Marusich
'89 and her husband, Gregory, announced the
birth of a son, Tyler William, on Nov. 29 ....
Sandy (Seaburg) Rawley '89 and her husband,
Howard, celebrated the birth of a daughter,
Paige McKenna, on Aug. 19. The family lives
in San Diego .... Mercadas (Dablada) Kansan
'90 and her husband, Carl, welcomed a
daughter, Mercedes, on March 17, 1994.
Mercedes is assistant vice president and operations manager at Nevada State Bank in
H enderson, Nev . ... Julia (McDonnell) Olivar
'90 and Patar Oliver 'BB celebrated the arrival
of a son, Clay Michael, on Oct . 6. Julie is a
sales associate for O 'Neill Enterprises Inc. in
Boise, Idaho.... Lara (Smith) Ward '90 and
her husband, Jay, announced the Sept. 23
birth of a son, Brent Jordan, who joins 2-yearold Graham. The Wards live in Antioch, Tenn.
... Christina (Jahnsan) Lombardo '91 (M.Ed.
'93) and her husband, Michael, welcomed a
daughter, Abigail Marie, on Oct. 5 .... Jahn
Sipas '92 and his wife, Janet, send news of a
daughter, Katie Marie, born on Oct. 6, 1993.
John is a helicopter pilot for the U.S. Navy.
... Alex While '92 welcomed a daughter, Chloe,
in August. Alex is a teacher and lives in
Boulder, Colo.

IN

MEMORIAM

Mary "Mally" Deighan Madden '59 died on
Jan. 6 in San Diego. A career registered
nurse, Molly graduated from St. John's
Hospital School of Nursing in Cleveland and
was commissioned in the U.S. Navy during
World War II. A resident of San Diego since
1951 , she worked at Scripps and Sharp hospitals and completed advanced degrees at USD
and the University of Washington before
entering the public health field. She is preceded in death by her husband, David, and son,
Kevin. Molly is survived by daughters Mary
Helen Madden of Philadelphia, Sheila
Madden-Bridant of Petaluma, Calif., and
Therese Madden-Connor of San Diego....
Army Maj. Victor T. Magaa '68 died on Jan.
25 at his home in San Diego. He was in the
Army for 24 years, serving as a tank commander with the 1st Armored Division in
World War II and earning a bronze star.
During the Korean War, he was a prisoner of
war for 14 months. Victor was a teacher at
USD and the historical school in Old Town
San Diego and he also taught ROTC at high
schools throughout the city. He is survived by
his wife, Kitty, and two daughters, Cherie
Magee and Ramona Magee A l-Jaber, both of
San Diego .... Lark Falsam Norman '73 passed
away Aug. 16 after a short illness. Her mother
writes: "She was a teacher and a credit to the
university. Her school is going to rename the
library for her, she was so well thought of.
Parents and former students filled the church
of St. Elizabeth Ann Seton, quite a tribute to
an eighth-grade English teacher. You may all
be proud of your School of Education."

GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI
Philip Isaac '67 (J.D.) celebrated the adoption
of a son, Jeremy Dean, born on Aug. 11, 1993.
Philip is an attorney and partner with
Carlsmith Ball in Agana, Guam . ... Kimberly
(Naidarhisar) Kramer '87 (M.B.A.) and Donald
Kramer '74 celebrated the birth of a daughter,
Taryn Rae, on Feb. 12, 1994. Taryn joins
sister Kalyn, 4 . Don is director of real estate
sales at Hidden Valley Four Seasons Resort
and the family lives in Ligonier, Pa.

TAKE A RIDE
ON THE
INFORMATION
SUPERHIGHWAY
You now can send your class notes
and address updates to USD's Office
of Alumni Relations through the
Internet. Our e-mail address is:
alumni@teetot.acusd.edu
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The calendar reflects only major campus events with dates firm as of magazine press time. Far a
complete listing, please call the public relations office at (619) 260-4681. Music and theater events
are subject ta change. Please call the fine arts department at (619) 260-2280 ta confirm.
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Founders Gallery exhibit, "Campus Passages:
Drawings of the University of San Diego," by
Leslie Benenson, renowned British landscape
artist. A tribute to retiring USD President
Author E. Hughes. 12:30-4:30 p.m., Monday
through Friday. Free. (619) 260-2280.
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Institute for Project Management course,
"Fundamentals of Project Management,"
Charles Teplitz, director of graduate programs
at the USD School of Business
Administration. 9 a.m.-4 p.m., Olin Hall. Fee.
For information on this or other project
management courses, call (619) 260-2258.

7
Certificate in International Business course,
"Legal Aspects of International Business,"
Ralph Folsom, professor, USD School of
Law. 6:30-9:30 p.m., Manchester Executive
Conference Center. Continues Wednesdays
throughout June. Fee. For information on this
or other international business courses, call
(619) 260-4644.

a
Institute For Christian Ministries program,
"Making Marriages Work: A Spirituality for
Couples," Michael French, clinical psychologist and USD visiting assistant professor of
psychology. 7-9 p.m., Serra Hall 212.
Continues Thursday, June 15.
Preregistration, $20. (619) 260-4784.

17
Institute For Christian Ministries program,
" The New Testament World," Florence
Gillman, USD associate professor of theological and religious studies. 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.,
Loma Hall 301. Continues Saturday,
June 24. Preregistration (by June 9), $70.
(619) 260-4784.

22
Institute For Christian Ministries program,
"Interpreting Scripture," Russell Fuller, USD
assistant professor of theological and religious
studies. 4-7:15 p.m., Olin Hall 227.
Continues Mondays and Tuesdays through
Aug. 2. Preregistration (by June 15) , $175.
(619) 260-4784.

Certificate in Direct Marketing course, "Data
Base Marketing." 6-9:30 p.m., Manchester
Executive Conference Center. Fee. For information on this or other direct marketing
courses, call (619) 260-4644.

Institute for Christian Ministries program,
"Professional Ethics in Ministry, " Ellen
Colangelo, clinical psychologist and coordinator of USD's pastoral care and counseling
program. 9 a. m.-4:30 p.m., Olin Hall 125.
Continues Saturday, July 8. Preregistration
(by June 16), $70. (619) 260-4784.
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Certificate in International Business course,
"Researching International Markets." 6:309:30 p.m., Manchester Executive Conference
Center. Continues Wednesdays throughout
July. Fee. (619) 260-4644.

10
University of the Third Age, a program for
lifelong learners age 55 and older. Meets
8 a.m.-noon, Monday through Thursday and
runs through July 27. $55. For more
information, call (619) 260-4817.
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Mass, Feast of the Assumption, a holy day of
obligation. 5 p.m., Founders Chapel.
(619) 260-4735.

26
Football Preseason Dinner. 5 p.m., Torero
Stadium. Fee. (619) 260-4803.

2&
N ew Student and P arent Mass. 3 p.m.,
The lmmaculata. (619) 260-4735 .

The University of San Diego offers a wide
range of sports camps for youth during the
summer. For information, please call
(619) 260-4593 (from San Diego) or
(800) 991-1873 (from outside of San Diego),
Monday through Friday, 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.,
PST.
•Bays' Basketball: Camp for ages 8-12, July
23-28; Camp for ages 13-17, July 30-Aug. 4.
Directed by Brad Holland, new head coach of
USD's men's basketball team.
•Girls' Basketball: Fundamentals Camp (ages
9-17), June 18-22; Position Day Camps (ages
9-17): Post and Forwards, June 26 and 27;
Guards, June 28 and 29; Women's Adult
Clinic (ages 21 and up), June 25 and 26.
Directed by Kathy Marpe, head coach of the
USD women's basketball team.
•Competitive Swimming (boys and girls, ages
9-17): June 18-23, June 25-30, July 2-7, July
9-14. Directed by Bill Morgan, head coach of
the USD women's swim team.
•Ed Callins' Tennis Camps and Clinics: Junior
Camps, July 2-7, July 16-21, July 23-28, July
30-Aug. 4, Aug. 6-11 ; Adult Camps, June
18-23, July 16-2 1; Mini Camps (adults and
juniors), July 7-9, Aug. 4-6. Directed since
1970 by Ed Collins, head coach of the USD
men's tennis team.
•Sherri Stephens' Tennis Camps: Level I, July
2-7; Level II, June 25-30, July 9-14; Level
III, June 25-30, July 9-14, July 30-Aug. 4;
High School, Aug. 6-11; San Diego Select,
July 23-28. Directed by Sherri Stephens,
head coach of the USD women's tennis team.
•Succar (boys and girls): Camp for ages 7-12,
June 25-30; High School Camps for ages 1317, July 30-Aug. 4, Aug. 6-11. Directed by
Seamus McFadden, head coach of the USD
men's soccer team.

•Baseball (boys): Camp for ages 9-12, June
18-23; Camp for ages 12-15, June 25-30.
Directed by Dick Serrano, University of
San Diego High School head coach, John
Baumgarten, Hilltop High School coach, and
Ray Butler, USD assistant baseball coach.
•Softball (girls): Beginning/Intermediate, June
18-23 ; Intermediate/Advanced, June 25-30.
Directed by Lin Adams, head collegiate coach
for softball at USD.
•Girls' Volleyball (ages 12-17): Skills Camp,
July 10-14; High School Camp, July 17-21.
Directed by Sue Snyder, coach of the USD
women's volleyball team.
•All Spurts (half- or full-day sessions for boys
and girls, ages 6-12): July 10-14, July 17-21,
July 24-28, July 31-Aug. 4 . Directed by Andy
Berg, USD assistant intramurals director.
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From the day they arrived at Alcala Park in 1971, Author
and Marjorie Hughes honored the University of San Diego
with talented leadership, dedicated service and a caring,
personable style. As they near the end of their 24-year
tenure, it is their turn to he honored with tributes from the
university community.
In October, the university announced the inception of the
Author E. Hughes Career Achievement Awards. On April
29, the inaugural awards were presented to four alumni
who have achieved outstanding success in their fields.
Pictured with Hughes (lop photo) are the recipients:
Roy A. Lechner '71, co-founder of the Schaal/ Lechner
Corp.; Dian Kotarha Doyle 'Bl (M.S.N. '88), nursing department administrator at Kaiser Foundation Hospital; Gloria
G. De Ment '76 (M.Ed.), an advocate for dyslexic learners;
and G. David Pollick '71, president of The School of the
Art Institute of Chicago.
On May 12, USD faculty, staff, students, alumni, trustees
and friends gathered at the former San Diego Diocese
building on Marian Way to witness the renaming of that
building - which the university recendy acquired - to the
Author E. and Marjorie A. Hughes Administration Center
(bottom photo). Read more about the dedication ceremony
on page 4 of this issue.
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